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GOD’S KIND OF LOVE

Love is a word we hear bandied about carelessly many times,
and it is a word that has different meanings for different people.
Even for the same people it may mean different things at dif
ferent times and in different contexts. Today I would have
you think with me of two of the many ways in which it is used,
namely, God's love for us and the love He would impart to us
and through us in our daily living.
The life, teaching, and sacrificial death of Jesus all reveal
God's love for us, and most clearlj show what we see in the
rest of creation and history, though not so plainly—that God
is interested in men and does what He can to help us make
our lives count, and help us to fit into the pattern of the good
life.
It is at this point that the second meaning of love just men
tioned above comes into focus. And it is just here that so often
we miss the boat. The teaching of Jesus is very fine, we say,
but surely we can’t be expected to live up to lt in this day and
age. However, if you and I read the New Testament without
bias, we see that we are expected to do just that. Too often we
forget one fact—one important fact—that we do not have to do
it in our strength alone. God will impart his spirit to us. God
is love, and as we partake of His spirit we too will love. Then,,
as we look through the eyes of love at people and situations, we
can more readily follow out the Apostle’s injunction, "Make love
your aim.’’
It is well enough to talk of our love for God and for his
creatures, our fellowmen. However, the 13th of I Corinthians
talks not at all of going to church, or of giving testimonies, or
of any other form of spreading about our good intentions or our
good opinions of ourselves: Rather, it talks of patience, kind
ness, jealousy, insisting on our own way, arrogance, rudeness,
rejoicing, bearing, enduring. and_so forth. In other words, it
tells what we do and do not do when we have the spirit of
Christ living within us, and ruling our thoughts, words and
deeds. It is time for you and me to “give up childish ways,”
and to grow up and act like Christians in very fact and deed.
Prayer, and cooperation on our part, will enable God to help us
attain and retain that spirit in our lives.
Let us be careful, in season and out, to keep our hearts full
of love—God's kind of love.
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TWO PERCENT SALES TAX IS A LAW
Becomes Effective July 1st and Will Not Go To
a Referendum
2 percent retail sales tax bill
was signed into law Thursday by
Gov. Prederivk G. Payne after the
Senate had approved it as emer
gency legislation. The new law
makes the collection of the tax
effective July 1.
The Senate passed it 24-9, the
Knox and Lincoln Senators voting
in the affirmative.
Exempted from the tax by the
committee are food for consump
tion in the home, medicines on pre
scription, seed, feed and fertilizer,

returnable containers, Bibles, sales
of publications and sales
to
churches.
The House and Senate added ex
emptions on boxes and crates, bait
for commercial fishermen, sale of
water stored for purpose of gen
erating electricity, fuel, including
coal, oil, wood and all other fuels
except gas and electricity used for
domestic cooking and heating,
books and other literature used by
churches in religious worship.
Between now and July 1. when
the tax takes effect, it is planned
to hold a series of meetings with
m? ar
merchants groups and others to ex
BILLY GRAHAM
plain sales tax collections and pay
HOUR OF DECISION
ments to the State.
SUNDAY AT 3.30 P. M.
On numerous common purchases,
STATION WLAW
no
tax will be collected. Pood, do
51-S-tf
mestic fuel, sewspapers, cigarets
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Pomona Three Quarter Century Observance
To Be At Union With Pioneer Host
Guest speakers Wednesday at
the evening meeting oi Knox Po
mona Grange, held at Hope Grange
were Mrs. Helen Harriman, of
Readfield, and Mrs. Violet Davis
of Augusta, chairman and member
respectively cf the Home and Com
munity Welfare Committee of the
Maine State Grange.
The program; welcome by the
master of the host Grange. Da id
Brown; response by Mrs. Ida Goss
of Union. The home-makers’ creea
by Mrs. Dora Maxcv of Thomaston
Household hints by Mrs Jennie
Pay-on of East Union. Reading by
Mrs. Bernice Young of East Union
A Mothers' Day reaairg by Mrs.
Mabel Wright of Hope.
Reading by Dorothy Brownell oi
Hope. Piano solos by Joan Hart o;
Hope. Tap dance by Charlotte Hunt
of Hope. Duets by the Richardson
sisters of Hope A stunt bj Mrs
Marjorie Beverage of Hope, and

'elections by the Hope Hillbillies
Further plans were made for the
Diamond Jubilee ob.-crvance oi
Krox Pomona, wh'ch will be held
May 16, at Town Hall. Union, with
Pioneer Grange of East Union, the
host. This will be an open meeting
to start af 8 o'clock sharp.
A rehearsal for the uageant con
nected with the cb ervar.ee. will be
held at 8 p. m. Friday night, May
11, at Union Town Ha l.
Five candidates of Hope who re- ;
ceived the Pcmona Degree Wednes-'
day r.ight were Joan Hart, Joye;
Pearse, Annie and Ruth Pease
and Edward Clayton.
Attendar.c ribbon- we e aw.rd-i
ed as follows, three to Pioneet
Grange for East Union, for Janu
ary, February and April to Mt,
Pleasant Grange of West Rockpor '
for March and to Hope for May.
Visitors were pre ent f.om the
following Pcmona Granges, Ken
nebec, Limerock Valley and Waldo

“The Friendly City”

As the meeting broke up and the
busy Rotarians bustled out on their
way back to their desks and offices.
Frank Jacobs looked up from his
place behind the desk, saw me sit
ting in my favorite chair, and said
"Hello George."
I answered promptly and then
Alan Bird hurried by, ' Good afterncon, Commander," he said
briskly.
A couple whom I did not know,
sitting on a couch opposite me,
looked surprised as I acknowledged
Mr. Bird’s salutation and then Dr
Rupert Stratton passed.
'Hello Doctor," he said cheer
fully.
I answered that one too, ana
then Harry Stewart, accountant’
at The Thorndike, came out from
somewhere back of the desk with
a bunch of letters in his hand.
"Hi, Cap’n. was his greeting.
I answered to a couple more
"Commanders,’' three "Doc’s" and
two salutes before the crowd evap
orated and by that time the couple
across from me were gazing at me
curiously as if I were some sort of
a freak.
That night I went down to the
Rubinstein concert at the Congre
gational Church and its pastor,
Rev. Charles Monteith. caught me
down by the door. >moking a cigaret during intermission, and addressed me as "Georgie.”
Now I submit that any city
(Continued on Page Six)

What Com. Reed. Once Taken
For Bellhop. Thinks Of
Rockland
If -Rockland should ever need a
slogan to promote attention to its
special charms. 'The Friendly City’
would be a good one to adopt. I
have a number of good reasons for
the suggestion.
Up in the lobby of the Thorndike
Hotel last Friday noon, I sat in
the chair, from which I do most
of my business these days, and
listened to the St. George High
School Band blowing out some
pretty hot licks for the entertain
ment of the Rotary Club. The
boys and girls in the band were all
young and healthy and the concert
they gave stirred up the sedate at
mosphere of the place and gave
it life.
and liquor (already taxed) and
some other common items are ex
empt.
There will be no tax on items
costing less than 25 cents. From
25 to 74 cents, one cent will be col
lected, added to the price of your
purchase. From 75 to $1 24. the tax
added will be two cents.
From there on, one cent more
tax will be added for every 50 cents,
or fraction thereof, of the purchase
price.

LIONS CLUB MINSTREL
MON. MAY 7th - TUE. MAY Sth
COMMUNITY BUILDING ROCKLAND
SHOW STARTS

Artists Idgar Crockett and Flora Gray Cullen view the results of
Memorial Pier. Mrs. Cullen designed the memorial with the model bein g
in the show windows of Gregory’s men’s store and is scaled one-half inc h
Public Landing and lacing the open sea. Its size will permit many public
and design of a pier, while the resting place of the memorial anchor is t o

their handiwork in the scale model of the proposed Maine Fishermen’s
made in detail hv Crockett the past week. The model is now on display
to the foot. The pier will be against the hillside on the west of the
functions to be carried on on the stage portion which will take the form
the rear and elevated above the stage level.

THE BLACK CAT

Drive For Funds And Volunteers To Erect
Maine Fishermen’s Memorial Pier At The
Public Landing Starts Today
.. ......................................

Memorial To Take Form Of Public Landing
Stage Constructed As a Pier and Will Be
Dedicated At Festival In August
Maine is to have within a short {the Public Landing at Rockland
time, with the help of coastal area where the memorial will face the
residents, a memorial to the fisher broad harbor and the reaches ol
I Penobscot Bay across to the outer
men of the State who have lost
islands. The site overlooks the path
their lives at sea.
of the draggers of the fleet as they
Sponsors of the project are the come and go the year around on
members of the Rockland Junior their trips to the banks.
Chamber of Commerce. Supporters
To Be In Style Of Dock
will be the people of the coast oi
The memorial will be known as
Maine who are in agieement tha'
there should be a fitting memorial the Maine Fishermen's Memoria
>o those in our fishing fleet whe Pier and will be built in the form
have sailed, never to return.
and style of a conventional water
front dock. Tht memorial will be
To Be At Rockland
Site of the memorial will be a after an original design done this
Spring by Rcckland artist Flora
Gray Cullen.
As pictured above, the main sec
tion of the memorial will be in the
form of a dock with granite walls
and oak cap logs and piling. The
pier proper will measure 100 fee’
in length and 35 fee: in depth.
To the rear of the main dock,
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By the Roving Reporter

A marked civic improvement is
in progress at Maverick Square
with the razing of the long aban
doned old brick house.

"You don't see anything like that
in the tropics" remarked Charles
which will be used as a stage for
T. Smalley as he emerged from Fri
public events, there will be a hall
day's Rotary meeting and beheld a
circle 30 feet across which will be
marvelous collection of fleecy white
raised from the main pier floor two
clouds poised against an azure
or three steps. This section will
background. I have never been
contain a huge anchor which has
able to share Charles' colored pho
been donated by the crew of the:
tography experiments in the tropics
trawler Wind.
but being something of a sky-gazer
The anchor, which was brough' myself I cheerfuly agreed with him.
up in a drag of the Rockland traw*
ler last Winter, is thought to have tion oi the memorial is to be on a
been lost some half century ago by voluntary basis. Already, one Rock
a sizeable saling vessel. The an land firm, which chooses not to bt
chor weighs 5,375 pounds and bears publicized, has donated granite
the name of the foundry at Lon blocking from abandoned lime kilns
don or Liverpool, England. I for the walls and limerock chip
measures 11 feet in height and tht enough to fill the center of tht
same distance across the stock. The dock area. Still more granite is to
tips of the flukes are nine feet be obtained through contractor
apart.
Ervin Curtis when the Crcckett
Block is dismantled to its second
story, very shortly.

Anchor Given By Wind's Crew

The rust incrusted, but remark
ably well preserved "hook”, was
found 45 miles south by east of Mt
Desert Rock, close by wreckage
which was fouled the same day b>
another trawler. This leads one to 1
believe that the ship bearing the |
anchor migh: have gone down at
the spot.

Many Have Offered Help

Cranes and crews for the hand
ling of the granite and laying up
of the pier walls have been pledged
by Maine Sea Products and Hock
ing Granite Industries. The Boston
and Rockland Transportation Com
pany ha.- pledged the use of trucks
for hauling the stone and fill while
All On A’oluntary Basis
several owners of dump and flat
The entire project of construe- j
bed trucks have indicated that
(Continued on Page Seven)

Mobil-flame

Come Early = More Jokes

More Fun = Bigger Chorus
BETTER SHOW
4

• Cooking is quicker and easier
wilh Pyrofax Gas! There’s no
wailing for elements to heat up —
you gel maximum heat immediately.
You can select the exact heat you
want, from low simmer lo full fast
flame. Pyrofax Gas gives you
trouble-free performance - means
greater efficiency in cooking, water
healing, refrigeration. Come in and
see us ioday.

BENEFIT CHARITY FUNDS
RUSH SEATS-ADULTS $1.00-STUDENTS 50c
NO RESERVED SEATS

¥
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BOCONYVACUUM |

Albert E. MacPhail
445 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAN'D, ME.

TEL. 7M

BOTTLER
BAS

FWVt UNI or
•PSWOVIP APPUAMCU

•rc v«

COMPTON’S
282 MAIN' ST., ROCKLAN’D

TEL. 1135
3-8-tf

GAME
PARTY
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

INTRODUCING
Superior BOTTLED GAS Service

|

JOE’S SHOE STORE

At the

American Legion Home

Shoes Sold At Factory Prices

MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
FREE Bus leaves Wood's Taxi
Station, Winter St., at 7.30 and
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.

Come In and See What We Have.
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS

63 CEDAR STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Game Starto 8.00 P. M.

1
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IN THE HELD OF SPORTS

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL!

A LETTER FROM HOME

the most that costs so

little but means so much

to that lonely boy is a
letter from home.

DON’T NEGLECT HIM AT “MAIL CALL”
This column will be printed each Saturday in the interests
of the men in the service.

Mayo Gives Late Gossip Of the High School

ALEWIVES ARRIVING EARLY

The thing that helps

The addresses of service men and

items concerning them will be most welcome and the theme is

The alewives have already struck several of Maine’s
coastal sections, several weeks ahead of schedule, according
to reports from the Sea and Short Fisheries Department.
Orland. Franklin and East Machias are reporting the taste
ful, bony fish Where they congregate the communities
benefit, neighbor Warren among them Generally the run is
the property of the town with the fish committee selling
the alewives to the highest bidder. The funds from the sale
are then turned into the town treasury.
The town of Orland has built a $50,000 grammar school
which will be paid for in the next 30 years with the proceeds
of the ar.ni al fish take In a good year some 10.000 bushels
of alewives, valued at $5000. will be taken from the town weir.
For the most part the alewives now caught in Maine are
pickled and packed m glass jars for the delicatessen trade
in Eastern cities. Formerly the fish were smoked, packed
in barrels and shipped to the West Indies as food for planta
tion workers. About three and a hall million pounds are
caught in Maine annually.

the words above—“The thing that helps the most and means

“MORE SCARED THAN HURT”

so much to that lenely boy is a letter from home."

Citation ribbon for service in
World War II.
Called back for active duty last
Fall, Eugley is now serving in an ;
infantry unit of the Second Ma
rine Division.
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T ues'day-Thursday-Saturday
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As a result of recent Navy-wide
examinations, Wesley E. Martin, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Guy A. Martin.
Ingraham's Hill, Rockland, was ad
vanced to the rating of Engineman,
third-class, the Navy announced
this week.
Presently serving at Alameda
Naval Air Station. Calif.. Wesley
has been in the Navy for three
years and is a former student of
Rockland High School. Prior to
reporting at Alameda in Febru
ary of 1949. he attended Diesel
School at Great Lakes NTC, Ill
Martin is attached to the Boat
House of the Operations Depart
ment on the big West Coast instal
lation and was part of a crew
which received a commendation
from the Commanding Officer of
Squadron VR-2 'Air Transport'
on their heroic action while fight
ing a fire aboard the Caroline
Mars, one of the Navy’s giant flying
boats in August of last year.
His present work calls for a
knowledge of diesel engines and the
proper operation, repair and main
tenance of the types used on small
naval vessels.
Word has been received by Mr
and Mrs. Byron Mills of Waldoboro
that their son. First Lt. Neil Mills,
has been wounded in the Korean
Area. First Lt. Mills is married
and has two children who live in
California.
Pvt Alfred W Frankowski, son
of Mrs. Blanche Frankowski of
Thomaston is somewhere in Korea
and would like to hear from his
friends at the following address:
Pvt. Alfred W. Frankowski. U. S
51038875. 24th Repl. Co. 24th Inf.
Dlv. APO 24,
San Francisco,
Calif.
• • • ■
Marine Cpl. Ralph C. Eugley, Jr.,
son of Mr and Mrs. Ralph Eugley,
Route 4. Waldoboro, is receiving a
course of instruction in advanced
amphibious training at Little Creek.
Va
A member of the Second Divi
sion. Eugley will spend two weeks
receiving classroom and field train
ing in amphibious warfare. He
will take part in two large scale
practice landings as a member of
an assault team, putting into action
The “know-how" acquired during
his shore-based period.
Corporal Eugley enlisted in the
Marine Corps in August, 1943, and
wears the Good Conduct Medal
and Second Division Presidential

Within a few weeks Wesley W
Hilt, seaman. USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse S Hilt of Union, will
be a qualified electronics technicitfn.
He is enrolled in a 36-week course
at the Naval Electronics Technician
School at Treasure Island, San
Francisco. Calif.
The course provides training in
electronics fundamentals during
the first 20 weeks, followed by a
second phase in adjustment, mani
pulation and servicing of standard
Naval electronics equipment.
• • • •
The address of Naomi E. Hen
derson. daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Reginald Henderson Thomastcn
is as follows: Pvt. Naomi E. Hend
erson, WA 8103918. W.A.C., Deli
Murphy Army Hospital, Waltham1
54, Mass.
Corp. John Mattson of East
Friendship has been transferred
from Valley Forge Army Hospital
to Cushing V. A. Hospital, Ward
305, Framingham, Mass.
• • • •
The address of Keith A. Beattie,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Beattie, Knox street, Thomaston, is
S. R. Keith A. Beattie, 210-24-38
U. S. N. Co. 207, USNTS, Newport, J
R. I.
The address of Robert J. Beattie,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beattie,
Knox street, Thomaston, is Pvt.
Robert J. Beattie, R. A. 11206806,
Co. G. A. S. A. Sch. Bn. 8622 AAU,
Fort Devens, Mass.
• • • •
Serving aboard the radar picket
destroyer USS Myles C. Fox, a unit
of the Sixth Fleet is Charles H.
Tuttle, seaman apprentice, USN,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tuttle
of 22 Hyler street, Thomaston.
The Fox recently participated in
fleet exercises in the Mediterranean
which included a mock amphibi
ous landing on Malta. During the
exercises the Fox was part of the
anti-suhmarine and anti-aircraft
screen for a carrier task force
which supported the Marine troop
landings.
A period of liberty and recrea
tion was afforded the crew mem
bers when the Fox put into Leg
horn, Italy.

Well, the agony is over. The Maine Legislature has
passed the Sales Tax bill as an emergency measure, four
opposing Senators changing their vote at the eleventh hour.
Gov Frederick G. Payne, an advocate ol the measure from
the start lost no time in affixing his signature and making the
long debated bill a law. The Sales Tax goes into effect July
1. and we venture to say that its opponents will find that
they v ere more scared than hurt. Anyhow 29 other States
have the Sales Tax law and we have not heard of their going
out of business

FISHING OUTLOOK GOOD
Knox County anglers and those from contiguous areas
are rejoicing over the fact that Maine's major waters are
free of ice. Moosehead and the Rangeleys being among the
last. Reports from East Grand Lake tell of togue weighing
from nine to 10’; pounds being caught aril a lot of land
locked salmon. The Maine Development Commission says
that action is likewise fast on all other waters this Spring
and the Commission believes the best is yet to come. "This
spirit of optimism has been challenged in the past,” says
Bob Ellio’t 'but reports and observation of results at major
fishing spots always seem tc bear out the prediction and, the
commission feels, the same will be true this year; particularly
with the excellent beginning already made.”

A HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Thirty years ago the Port of New York Authority was
born. Representatives of two great states, New York and
New Jersey, met in the old Chamber of Commerce Building
on Liberty street and signed the Port treaty. From this in
strument of co-operation has come a unified progress which
must have been difficult to envision in that distant day. The
sum of accomplishment has been tremendous. We have
bridges, tunnels and airports, every variety of facilities for
land, sea and air transport. In addition to the vast com
plex of physical properties, we have an aggressive organiza
tion which works ceaselessly to promote and protect the
greatest port in the world. All this is part of dynamic prog
ress, never content to stand still, always planning for the
greater welfare of the bi-state community.
The Port Authoirty naturally feels that its 30th birthday
is rather a special occasion. The whole record is reviewed in
the annual report to the Governors and Legislatures of the
two states. Since 1921 the authority has spent $371 million
on construction: it has issued '690 m.llion bonds for new
projects or refunding purposes That is regional development
of the highest order, so notable that the New York-New Jer
sey idea has been followed in more than 150 authorities of one
kind or another throughout the nation. Here is service
achieved by hard-working co-operation and intelligent man
agement. And. furthermore, as the Port Authority points
out: "We have done so on a self-supporting basis, without
burden to the general taxpayers.”
Tiie whole community is grateful to the Port of NewYork Authority. Many citizens are inclined to take its deeds
too much for granted; they forget that the Port Authoriy is
more than an impersonal complex from which we auto
matically expect nothing but the best. Here is a great and
continuing organism, powered by men and women of de
voted purpose, alive to the challenge of public service.—
Herald Tribune.

and Twilight Leagues
(By Bob Mayo)
The Rockland Tigers straight
ened up and flew right long
enough to win their first K-L
league game over Boothbay Har
bor 6-4 Thursday. They were outhit by a six to five margin but
D.ck Baum twirled well through
out. issuing only three walks ana
would have won handily with beter support from his mates.
Pay-off was struck by George
Alex who tripled harshly down the
left field line in the seventh w.th
two mates on base to lead the Ti
gers out of a 4-all tie. He was
caught in a run down between
third ar.d home as he overran third
but the damage was done. Thc
Tigers looked fairly alert but are
still not hitting their weight.
Rockland scored twice in the
first without benefit of a hi:. Gary
Eeavey walked, went to second on
a passed ball and scored when
Eobby Gardner’s ground ball went
through for an error, George Alex
walked, and another e:ror plus a
wild pitch let in the second run
boothbay got one back in the sec
ond when Mercer singled, stole
econd, and came in on Grover’s
base knock.
Chuck Robarts singled across
Bugs Eenner who was hit by a
pitch and Seavey walked. Boothlay t ed it up in the sixth on a
walk two errors a stolen base and
a hit by Pinkham. In he seventh
before Alex’s game winning clout
Gardner had singled and stole sec
ond before Roberts walked. Eaum
I kept out of trouble for the rest ot
; the way. Umpire Wink was knocked
out by a foul tip in the sixth ana
Austin Kinney took his place be
hind the plate. Score:
Rdckland 22000020 x—6-5-b
Boothbay 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 O— 4-6-3
Baum and Eenner: Pinkham,
Paine (2). and Stone. P.nkham <2>
• • • »

(Ginette Perrin reports as fol
lows on the Camden-Waldoboro
game).
Camden trounced Waldoboro by
a 10-2 margin at Rockport.
Al
Bennett went the distance for
Camden, hurling a proud five-hit■ ter. Genthner also went the route
I for Waldoboro. Bennett had a noi hitter until the sixth and was
j never in tiouble as his mates
I played errorless ball behind him.
Ken Hardy, Charlie Massaliu,
, and Paul Christie each had two
hits two of which were doubles by
i Ken and Paul. Camden scored two
, in the second with a walk, single
, and double.
Waldoboro’s chief threat came
I in the ninth when they loaded
the bases with only one out but
j Bi nnett tightened to fan the next

two and end the game. An added
feature was a snow squall that
struck in the fourth inning ana
forced a 15 minute delay. Davey
Crockett handled several chances
well at third base. Score:
Camden
0 2 3 1 0 0 0 4—10-10-0
Waldoboro 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1—2-5-2
Ber.nett and Rycer; Genthnei
and DiPatsy.
• • • •
Thomaston declared itself back
in the picture by edging Lincoln
Academy 3-2 at Newcastle on
Thursday in a game that saw fire
balling Jimmy Hall fan 17. Lin
coln's only runs in the seventh
when Jimmy hit two batters and
wa'ked two more with a fielder's
choice sandwiched in. The only two
hits he allowed did not figure in
the scoring.
Thomaston scored two in the
fourth when Chadwick walked,
Sumner Ward tripled across the
road in left, and Hall singled.
What proved to be the winning
run. scored in the fifth when Doug
Miller singled.
Red Demnrns
singled, Chadwick walked, ana
Johnny Mills drove a groundet
through the third baseman. The
Thomaston hit total was only six
with four of them figuring in the
scoring.
Lincoln had a man on third with
only one out in the last of the
ninth but an attempted squeeze
play went sour as the batter popped
up to Doug Miller who threw tc
third, doubling up the runner.
Score:
Thomaston 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0—3-6-0
Lincoln
00000002 0—2-2-1
Hall and Walker; Williamson
and Sprague.
• • • »
Thomaston’s Clippers and The
Rockland Rockets meet at Thom
aston Sunday in the first exhibi
tion game of the season. On Sa urday the Rockland Tigers entertain
Morse in a game that should show
what, if anything, they have. Mikt
Levinthal is expected to go for
them. Monday finds Lincoln ai
Camden in the big game of the
day with Jimmy Belknap and Ai
Eennett hooked up in what should
be a thrilling duel. Thomaston is
at Boothbay and Rockland at
Waldoboro. On Tuesday Camden
comes to Roekland to play the
came previously rained out.

<•7 » O.V
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AT THE STRAND, SUNDAY AND MONDAY

WARREN TIGERS READY

The Warren baseball diamond
is being conditioned for the sea
son, the outfield rolled Thursday
and scraping of ihe diamond sur
face Friday. Manager Alden Watts
plans practice for Sunday after
noon starting at 1 o’clock, with a
game at 2.30
Two more players have been
signed by the Warren Tigers, bring
ing the number thus far up to 18
They are Art Henry of Thomaston
and Russell Overlock of Warren.
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Alan Ladd's latest adventure
drama
is "Appointment With
' Dancer." the Paramount thriller
j which opens Sunday at the Strand
j Theatre. Based on the daring ex
ploits of the Postal Inspection Ser
vice. the film has been described
by advance critics as an exciting
and brilliantly mounted production
which spins out a breath-taking
story of a million dollar mail rob
bery.
Phyllis Calvert co-stars with
Ladd, and Paul Stewart, Jan Sterl
ing and Jack Webb head a large
and talented roster of feature play
ers. In addition to the histrionic

contributions of a top flight cast,
the picture is enhanced by a pol
ished and fast-paced script that
bristles with tautf dialogue and dra
matic situations, and the Post Office
Department has generously assist
ed in the production.
“Appointment With Danger" was
filmed on location in Indiana and
Illinois on the authentic sites of
the story.
The engagement will continue
through Monday night, with con
tinuous shows on Sunday com
mencing at 3 p. m. and Monday’s
performance beginning at 2 00, 6 40
and 8.45.
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Cottage To Let

GREYHOUND
ROEKLAND TRAVEL BUREAU

STATE NEWS COMPANY
PHONE 563-B

W L. CLARK
9 SUMNER ROAD
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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The 1951 Camden-Rockport Lions
Club Y.M.CA. tourney is nearing
completion.
Trophies sponsored
by the Lions Club were awarded
Friday at the schools of the respec
tive winners The Older Boys and
girls will complete their tourna
ments next week and awards will
be made at a time to be announced
later.
Cadet Girls’ Pool: Carleen Clark
was named champion after winning
from Bea Nash. Both of these girls
defeated their opponents in a field
of eight.
Cadet Girls' Ping Pong: Bea
Nash was named champion after
deleating Carleen Clark 3-0 games
in the finals. Thirteen girls par
ticipated.
Cadet Girls’ Foul Shooting: Out
of a field of 15 girls Bea Nash and
Ruth Raynes tied 11 each out of
25 foul shots. In the finals Bea
Nash was named champion by
shooting 12 out of 25. Bea ended
her contest with five straight bas
kets.
Cadet Boys' Pool: Robert Carter
will meet the winner of the Joe
Talbot and Leroy Bennett match
for the championship. Leroy won
over Carver.
Cadet Boys’ Ping Pong: John
Pitman won over Glenn Jackson to
take this championstrp. Both boys
reached the finals after competing
in a field of 16 contestants.
Cadet Boys’ Foul Shooting:
Danny Berry and Glen Jackson
tied nine baskets each, after elimi
nating a field of 14 boys. In the
final shoot Danny Berry was named
champion when he got 7 out of 25
baskets. Glenn shot 5 out of 25.
Junior Girls’ Pool: Betty Galanti
named champion after meeting
Joan Arau These girls participat
ed in a field of eight contestants.
Junior Girls’ Ping Pong: Betty
Galanti again named champion
after winning from Luella Crockett
in finals. There were nine girls
in the field of contestants.
Junior Girls’ Badminton: Linda
Marshall becomes champion after
winning from Luella Crockett in
the semi-finals. Betty Galanti who
had won from Linda could not re
ceive a third tiophy so trophy
went to runner-up.
Junior Girls’ Foul Shoot: Betsy
Jo Ruiter named champion after
eliminating a field of 11 girls. Betsyshot 12 out of 25. Joan Arau.
Greta Luce, and Betty Galanti tied
.or second with 11 baskets each.
Junior Boys’ Pool: Howard An
derson crowned champion after
winning from Peter Brown and
Billy Crockett in the three-wayfinals. Howard’s toughest match
was wfith Billy Crockett. Twenty
contestants were in the field.
Junior Boys’ Horseshoe Pitch:
David Pendleton named champion
after winning from John Christie
in finals.
Junior Boys’ Ping Pong: John
Christie will meet the winner of
the Billy Crockett and Dave Pen
dleton match.
Junior Boys’ Foul Shoot: Paul
Davis and Bruce Leach tied 12 out
of 25 baskets. In the shoot-off
Paul Davis was named champion
when he got 13 out of 25 baskets.
Bruce was a close second w’ith 12
out of 25.
Older Boys’ Foul Shooting Con
test: Donnis Wheaton named
champion in Older boys’ foul
shoot contest. Donnis shot 33 out
of 50 baskets. It is interesting to
note that the champion shot 13
straight baskets during this contest.
Jerry’ Burkett ran a very close
second with 31 out of 50. Jerry
shot two sets of six straight baskets
during his 50 shots.

Lucky Strike Alleys
By Joe Talbot

Ladies' Four Flusher League:
The Spades are second-half win
ners and will roll the first-hall
champion hearts to decide who are
the 1950-51 champions Here is the
list ot final averages.
Player
Strings Ave.
Virginia Heal ............... 90 87.45
Dot Ayward ..............
90 86.12
Gianina Ames .............. 90 86.1
Phyllis Brown ............. 87 85.27
Alberta Garland ........... 74 85.14
Irma Lacombe ........... 87 82.27
Lillian Richards ........... 87 84.22
Benny Whittier........... 90
83.70
Margaret Colwell ........ 84 83 59
Jeanette Robbins ........ 81 82.67
Dot Thomas
........... 76 82.55
Pauline Leo ................ 81 82 43
Regina Jensen ............ 90 82.13
Marion Harris .............. 30 82.2
Winnie Burkett ........... 84 81.33
Nan Hansell ................ 84 81.9
Polly Murch ................ 81 80.59
Dot Poland .................... 27 80.15
Lorraine Perry ............. 87 79.65
Kay Libby .................... 90 79.56
Helen Richards ........... 81
79.24
Olive Corthell J............ 72 78.43
Gladys Whittier ........... 90 78.33
Arlene Clark ................ 21 77.14
Sarah Bagley .............. 90 76.87
Kay -Marcello .............. 90 74.30
Ladies’ Nighthawk League: The
Deuces won the second half and
will roll a five-string match with
the first-half winner, the Kings to
decide the championship. Here are
the averages for the season:
Player
Strings Ave.
Ruth Johnson ........ ... 87
89.1
90
85.27
Marion Harris ......
84.52
90
Phyllis Hodgdon .....
90
81.29
Dot Poland ...........
73.29
87
Nellie Butler ..........
78.16
Arlene Clark .......... ... 60
77.48
87
Dolly Dean ...........
77 18
Betty Clark ........... ... 21
90
76.80
Connie Milliken .....
74.5
Bunny Talbot ........ ... 39
74.1
Dollv Sawver .......... ... 15
73.60
Anne Foster ........... ... 84
73.57
Clair Campbell ...... ... 72
73.44
Norma Robinson ... ... 89
73.25
Dot Porter ............. ... 81
72.53
69
Dot Weare .............
72.26
Mae Murray ........... .... 28
72.3
Pat Barton ................. 42
71.27
A. Sawyer ............ ... 42
69.18
Barbara Wadswort . . 60
68.14
Jane Maliska .......... ... 60
68.1
Pat Hall .................... 72
The Aces captured the championsip of the Speed League, defeating
the Lucky Strike A’s by 33 pins.
Both teams rolled spectacularly
with six men going over the 500
mark. Tut Whittier, Lucky Strike
star, rolled the top single with a
very nice 139. He also rolled the
top total of 542. The scores:
L. S. A.: Marriner, 449; A. C.
Young, 464: Les Smith. 514: Ron
nie Freeman 527 and Whittier 542,
for a grand total of 2496. The
champion Aces had Jim Redman
with 486; Ken Herrick 490; Frank
Milliken, 502; Leon Melvin, 533;
and Roy Hobbs 518, for a grand
total of 2529.
The Atoms, first-half winners, de
feated the second-half champion
Braves to win the 1950-51 Cham
pionship of the
Independent
League. Izzy Prince was easily the
best performer of the evening as
he notched the high total of 513
with a top single of 115.
Atoms: Roy Morong, 424; Fred
Morong, 425; Bill Clayter, 455;
Warren Prince, 513; Eddie Ames,
491; total, 2308.
Braves: Earl Dyer, 463; Jimmy
Weare, 446; Henry Bohndell, 405;
Frank Sawyer, 426: Jake Johnson,
462; total 2202.

GOOD USED CARS

Members of Leadership Training Team figure out how to get to
next location. With a station-wagon and a panel truck filled with
Christian Education materials, they arc visiting areas in various
parts of the country, holding conferences and demonstrations, in
connection with the new expanded plans of the Episcopal Chureh
for its educational program. Shown arc (1 to r) Miss Eleanor
Snyder, the Rev. Walter Williams and Miss Mary Louise Villaret.
Thev have visited Florida, Louisiana. Michigan and Ohio, to date.

For Months of August and
September, Cottage To Let at
Lucia Beach, Ash Point. Plas
tered. modern conveniences, fireI place, four bedrooms. Will sell
to right party. Write to

J**”*

You can’t mor its matchless beauty!

SEASON NOW OREN

OUTBOARD
SERVICE
X^X-^X^X^X^

New and Used
• Motors

SEE THEM TODAY.

$4-98 gal.

W. H. GLOVER COMPANY
453 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND. ME..

TEL. 14

E'er) thing for the sportsman — boats,
fishing tackle, equipment, supplies

Tee-Nee Trailers
Wolverine Boats

LEADBETTER MACHINE SHOP
BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE
TEL. CAMDEN 2439
«-s-57

1949 CHEVROLET STYLINE DELUXE, 2-Dr., Black, R. &. H.
1947
1941
1950
1949

CHEVROLET FLEETLINE, 4-Dr. Grey, R. 4 H.
DESOTO CUSTOM, 4-Dr., Blue, R. 4H.
DODGE CORONET, 4-Dr., Red, R. & H.
DODGE MEADOWBROOK, 4-Dr., Blue, Heater

1949 DODGE ROADSTER Cpe. Cons., Red, R. 4 II.
1948 DODGE CUSTOM, 4-Dr., Blue, R. 4 H.

1948 DODGE CUSTOM, 4-Dr„ Tan, R. 4 H.
1947 DODGE CUSTOM, 4-Dr„ Black. Heater
1947 DODGE DELUXE, 4-Dr., Blue, Heater.
1947 DODGE CUSTOM, 4-Dr., Black. Heater.
1946 DODGE DELUXE, 4-Dr., Blue. Heatet.
1937 DODGE, 4-Dr., Black, Heater.

1951 FORD CUSTOM, 4-Dr., Blue, R. 4 H.
1949 FORD CUSTOM, 4-Dr., Grey, R. 4 H.
1949 KAISER CUSTOM, 4-Dr.. Grey. Heater

1947 MERCURY CUSTOM, Conv. Cpe., Yellow. R. 4 H.
1947 MERCURY, 4-Dr., Blue, R. 4 H.
1948 PLYMOUTH SP. DELUXE, 4-Dr.. Green, Heater.
1948 PLYMOUTH SP. DELUXE, 4-Dr.. Black, R. 4 H.
1948 PLYMOUTH SP. DELUXE, 2-Dr., Black. R. 4 H.
1949 WILLYS JEtPSTER, Green. Heater.

AS IS
1939 PLYMOUTH. 4-Dr.
1936 PLYMOUTH. 2-Dr.
1937 PACKARD. 4-Dr.

USED TRUCKS
1949 FORD !i TON P. U.

1948 WILLYS h TON P. U.
1948 DODGE 2'4 TON C. 4 C.
1947 STUDEBAKER 2 TON C. 4 C.

1947 INTERNATIONAL

TON PANEL

NELSON BROS. GARAGE

515 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 720,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

TALK OF THE TOWN

WITH THE
THEATRES
KNOX THEATRE:

I

4

4

4

May 7—Annual meeting and lunch
eon of Lady Knox Chapter,
D.A.R.. at the Copper Kettle.
May 8—Newbert Association, Ma
sonic Temple, 6 30 p. m.
May 8—Annual Banquet of Rock
land Junior Women’s Club at
Rob:n Hill Lodge.
May 8—Monthly meeting of Albert
H. Newbert Association.
May 8—Visitation of President of
Association of Rebekah Assem
blies at Lewiston.
May 9 — Meeting of Rockland
B.P.W. at Farnsworth Museum.
May 10—At Appleton, annual
meeting, Lincoln Baptist Asso
ciation.
May 11—District meeting of Dis
trict 16. Rebekahs, at Camden
(afternoon ahd evening)
May 11—Regular meeting of Gol
den Rod Chapter O.E.S.
May 12—The Children’s Theatre of
Portland presents “Rumpelstiltskin" at the High School.
May 12—Daughters of Founders
and Patriots of America, Maine
Chapter, meets in Waterville.
May 13—Mother's Day.
May 14—Annual meeting Univer
salist Church vestry.
May 14—Guest Officers’ Night at
Seaside Chapter. O.E.S.. Camden.
May 15—Knox County WC.T.U.
Convention in Baptist Church.
Rockport.
May 17—Second Concert of the
Warren Village Singers, at War
ren Church.
May 17—Educational Club meets in
the Congregational vestry at 3
o’clock.
May 18—Official visitation of Mae
McFarland
of
Bar Harbor,
President of the R-bekah Assem
bly of Maine to Miriam Rebekah
Lodge.
May 19-20—Letter Carriers’ Con
vention in Rockland.
May 21, 22, 23l—Annual sessions of
Grand Chapter. O.E.S. in Port
land.
May 24—Medomak regional meet
ing of Garden Clubs, Warren.
july 4—Fourth of July Celebration,
Thomaston.
Aug. 3. 4. 5—Maine Lobster & Sea
foods Festival.

Last time today: ‘Inside
Straight." Starts Sunday: "Up
Front.”
STRAND THEATRE
Today last time: “The Mating
Season." Starts Sunday: “Appoinment with Danger.”
WALDO THEATRE:

Today last time: “Cuban Fire
ball,” plus "High Lonesome.”
Starts Sunday: ' Father’s Little
Dividend."

y-

Sebastian F. Lu zza son of Mr
and Mrs. Charles Luiza has been
discharged from the Navy. He has
returned to his former place ot
employment at Al’s Barber Shop

A well-baby clinic will be held
Monday afternoon at the Com
munity Building from 2 to 4, with
Dr. Frank Kibbe in attendance.
Immunizations against whooping
cough, diphtheria and tetanus, and ■
vaccination for smallpox will be
given.

»

Card Party
SATURDAY, MAY 5, AT 7.30
OWL’S HEAD TOWN HALL
Price 35c
Benefit Mother’s Club Council

53-54

4
Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

17-tf

Approximately S4C0 damage was
done to the garage of Kenneth
Nelson at 8 Carroll’s Lane Thurs
Today last time: "Between
Midnight and Dawn," plus day night when a plumbers fur Stephen Eun Tai Kim, native of Korea, is ordained to the ministry
"Trail of Robinhood." Starts nace exploded while being used by
Sunday: "Halls of Monte Evere’t Mason Ma-on was burnea of the Episcopal Church. There is only one other Korean in that
zuma.”
about the right forearm and face. ministry at present. The Bishop officiating is the Rt. Rev. Harry
|
according to Fire Chief Van E. S. Kennedv of Honolulu. Ordination took place in the Chapel of
For Time of Shows
Russell He was given emeigency Seahury-Western Theological Seminary, Evanston, 111., where
See Ads In This Paper
Mr. Kim is a senior. After graduation he will be stationed at St.
treatment by firemen. A car in
Luke’s Chureh, Honolulu which is a Korean Mission. Mr. Kim
Rockland Sea
Explorers art the garage was moved to safety
was formerly a minister of the Methodist Chureh.
plann.ng to attend the rendezvous before flames cculd reach it.
at Boothbay Harbor May 24,25 and
A highly important instruction
26. Last week they at’.ended a
meeting
of the Mobile R:se:ve
meeting in the Baptist Church at
■
Warren where representatives were Unit of Civil De.ense will be hela
Mouse traps are a common thing
MRS BARBARA ADAMS
also present from Portland, Bath at 8 p. m. Monday n.ght at the But arc mouse traps in cars? One
Correspondent
and Boothbay Harbor :o complete Fire Station, Spring street.
lone mouse wasseen in a Ro.’kland
plans for the event. Considerable
house
the
past
week
and
seven
The May meeting of the JuniorTelephone 75-13
work has been dene recently on
Senior High P.TA. has been post traps were set for the critter. No
their merit badges. George Hylana
poned to May 14 in order not tc results. Must have been a super
Mrs. Sylvia Waterman, who
has completed the following pro conflict with the Lions Minstrei smart mouse for he was found
spent the Winter in Rockland ar.d
jects. carpentry, home repairs Show.
but not caught, in the fam.ly car
Friendship, has returned to her
civics, cooking, machinery ano
w’hile the lady of the house was
home here.
public speaking; James Rand, civ
The Gay Nineties Cabaret and piloting the rig a day la’er. Now
Mrs. Nettie Crockett was given
ics and swimming; Richard Phillips dessert card party takes place in here is a mouse trap in the car
civics. Merit badges will be pre the Universalist vestry Thursday and hubby drives alone for the a surprise housewarming by her
neighbors last Monday night in her
sented to them at a parents night May 10. at 7.30 p. m. sharp for the •ime be.ng.
in the near future. Last Wednesday benefit Rubinstein Club piano fund. A lady who is down to her last I newly built home. She was pre
night was devoted to working on A special feature will be Greta pair of run-free nylons is in a fix sented with a lovely lamp. Refresh
equipment and boats followed by Nelson with her inimitable rendi at the best. The lady who loses ments were served and a pleasant
evening was enjoyed by all- Guests
a session of boxing.
tion of "A Bird in a Gilded Cage’ one of that pair is in an even
were Mrs. Ann Calderwood, Mrs
worse
fix,
right
on
the
eve
of
an
with Anna Bulls rd at the piano
BORN
Nan
Beverage, Alyce Grant, Merievening out. But what really made
Stenger—At Knox Hospital, May These two young artists are al her mad was to find the missing bah Crocke t. Louise Staples, Cyn
4. to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stenger ways an attraction on any pro
thia Witherspoon, Ro-e hererjilagram. Mrs. Adela Lundell is "The flimey in the family vacuum clean rion Pressley. Edith Mills, Lucy
of Friendship, a daughter.
er
and
the
realization
that
she
had
Bicknell—At Knox Hospital, May Man of the Hour” and director oi
4. to Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. the Gay Nineties Chorus. Mrs scooped it up without knowing it. Morrison. andOlive Giegory. Neigh
Bicknell, 2d, a daughter
Mrs. Ardelle R. Hazelton of St bor- unable to attend but donat
Myrtle Nelson is costume directoi
Dodge—At Waldo County Hospi
George writes: Saw an inquiry in ing to the gift were Ruth Parsons.
tal, Belfast. May 3, to Mr. and Mrs. and is invaluable in this capacity,
Thelma Start. Doro:hy Quinn, Ju
Henry Dodge of Rockport, a son. assembling appropriate costumes BlackCat concerning Clark Island’s lia Beverage and Mary Grant.
McGrath—At Hartford, Conn., for those on the progTam. Anyone name. It was named for the orig
April 13, to Mr. and Mrs. Peter in the audience wishing to come inal settler and owner, a Mr. The American Legion is spon
McGrath, a daughter.
in costume may do so. Make your Clark whose first name I am not soring afood sale Saturday at the
Dority—At Camden Community reservations now.
sure of—may have been James or Legion Home.
Hospital, May 2. to Mr. and Mrs.
Jonathon.He was my great, great Stewart Baird and one of his
Arthur Dority, a daughter.
grandfather and came from Harps- buddies have returned to Mitchell
CARD OF THANKS
Simmons—At Cape Cod Hospital,
We wish to thank our neighbo: well to settle in this region pos Field, N. Y., after spending a
Hvannis. Mass.. April 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard F. Simmons (for friends, Rockport Wesleyan Guilt sibly after an Indian r-'
three day leave at home.
merly Jean Gillchrest of Thomas Johnson Society, Seaside Chapte Haipswell. Probibly came shortly
Young Gary Beverage is guest of
ton a son—David Allen. (Correc O.ES. Camden, Harbor Ligh before the Revolution. He had a
h; grandparents Mr. and Mrs. V
O.ES, Rockport and Rockport Bo;
tion!.
1
Club for helping to make our Go son James who was born around L. Beverage and Mr. and Mrs. Ray.
MARRIED
den Wedding day a happy occasio 1790 at Clark Island.
mond Thayer.
Ayers-Wallace—At Port Jackson, long to be remembered
The American Legion Auxiliary
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Sylve;
IN MEMORIAM
5. C. April 21. Pvt. Ralph F. Ayers
54-;
of Camden, and Miss Margaret E. ter.
In loving memory of my sister. had election of officers at its reg
Wallace of Rockland.—by Rev.
Mrs. Lucie Allen, who passed away ular meeting Thursday nigh;.
CARD OF THANKS
May 5, 1947.
George Tidwell.
Members of the American Le
We sincerely thank our neighbors
Winchenbach-Turner — At War
Gone, but not forgotten.
gion Auxiliary went to Vinalhaven
ren, April 30. Virgil W. Winchen and friends for all the kindnesses
Mrs. Dorothy Upham,
Wednesday night and were guests
bach and Mary Anne Turner both shown us in the loss of our loved
Thomaston, Me.
54*It
of
the Vinalhaven Auxiliary at
one,
and
aso
for
the
many
cards,
of Waldoboro—by Rev. J. Homer
at supper and an Auxiliary meet
letters and telephone calls. Special
Nelson.
IN MEMORIAM
thanks to the Davis Funeral Home
In memory of my dear husband. ing afterwards.
DIED
for the able manner in which they John Rowling, who passed away
Mrs. Kenneth Gillis has returned
Babbidge—At North Bergen, N. J. conducted the service, and the May’ 7, 1950.
home after a vacation of several
May 4. Melbourne Babbidge, for commendable aid of the highway When the evening shades are fall
weeks.
merly of Rockland, age 91 years. police.
ing.
Mrs. William Hopkins and sons
Mrs. A. C. Hocking. Mr. and Mrs. And I am sitting all alone.
Funeral Sunday at 2.30 from the
Russell Funeral Home. Interment D B Hocking, Erdine and Arnold In my heart there comes a longing Billy and Eric have returned home
Hocking.
54-lt If he only could come home.
in Sea View Cemetery.
from B.ngor. Mr. Hopkins accom
Jameson—At Owl's Head, May 3.
Do not ask me if I miss him,
panied them and will enjoy a 10CARD OF THANKS
Adelbert Ames Jameson, age 77
Oh! there’s such a vacant place
day leave from duty on a submaWe wish to express our sincere Oft I think I hear his footsteps
years. Funeral Sunday, 2.30 from
r.ne base in Connecticut.
Burpee Funeral Home. Intqrment thanks to our many friendls, rela And I see his smiling face.
tives and neighbors for their kind 94* lt
in Sea View Cemetery.
His Wife, Edith.
expression of sympathy during our
CARD OF THANKS
Alcoholics
Anonymous.
Men’s recent bereavement and for the
IN MEMORIAM
I wish to thank all the friends
Groups. Women’s Groups. Box 711 beautiful floral tributes, aso spe
In loving memory of our father and neighbors in this city for the
cial thanks to Drs. Allen and D. and grandfather. John Rowling, many kindnesses received through
Rockland.
S-tf
H. Brown and to the many nurses May 7, 1950.
illness and bereavement; for the
of Knox Hospital for their many Deep in our hearts lies a picture, beautiful flowers.
To Doctor
kindnesses and tender care during i Of a loved one laid to rest.
Moss. Ben Barbour, and: all the
our loved one's recent illness.
In memory’s frame we shall keep friends who stood by this, my hus
The family of Mrs. William A.
it.
bands illness and death. All the
Young,
54* lt Because he was one of the best.
things that have been done, hare
Daughter Leola (Mrs. Perley Ox- been deeply appreciated, and will
The South Cushing dances will tell); grandchidren, Mr. and Mrs.
always be remembered. From my
be held from 9 to 12.39. starting I Linwood Young, Mr. and Mrs. heart I again thank you all.
with tonight’s dance.
54* lt Harold Axtell, Miss Marlene Axteli.
Alice E. Angel,
94* lt
Rockland May 2, 1951.
94*lt

GAME PARTY
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Will Speak Here

Rev. Edwin L. Ryan Will Is the Weather Bureau’s Rev. Curtis L. Stanley Will
Hold Nightly Meetings
Spring Prophecy—We'd
Preach At the Nazarene i
Next Week
Like Some Of It
Church Tomorrow

The Black Cat

i

“Unusually Warm”

Special Services

CAMDEN THEATRE:

The fire department was called
on an alarm run about 215 p. m. i
Friday for a grass fire at Pleasant
Gardens. There was no property :
damage from the blaze which cov
ered a very small area.

See the latest styles in Furs and
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
quality, at Lucien K. Green <fc Son
t-tf

The Jon-till Studio at 572 Main
street, will open Monday with Joel
Tootill as proprietor. This was the
famous Babbidge Studio and for a
generation prior to that the G K
Merrill Studio so it is wellgrounded in photographic tradition.
Mr Tcotill who has been steadily
in the picture-making business for
six years will do portrait and wed
dings and general commercial
photography with work with chil
dren a specialty. He intends the
Jon-till to be as friendly as an old
shoe—so drop in any time and pass
the time of day. His phone num
ber is 543

Page Three

NORTH HAVEN

A series of special revival serv
ices will be held next week at the
Nazarene Church. Maverick Square
Rev Edwin L Ryan, pastor, will
use these timely subjects:
Monday evening—The Need of
the World."
Tuesday—"The Need of the
Church.”
Wednesday—The Need of the
Church Member."
Thursday—The Need of the
Preacher.”
Friday—“God's Ability to Meet
All Needs.”
These services will be filled with
the dynamic Christian teaching of
the modern crusade The public
is cordially invited to attend all
these meetings.

In Municipal Court
Five men were bound ’over to the
November term of Knox Superior
Court Thursday on charges arising
from alleged theft of beer and
smokes from the neighborhood store
of Alden Tyler at Pleasant Gardens.
Bound over on charges of break
ing, entering and larceny in the
night time were Donald Peters of
Front street; Clarence Peters of 2
Trinity street and Robert Myers of
4 Rankin street. Bound over, elso
in $500. as accessories, were John
Nystrom of Winter street and
David Estabrook of Railroad ave
nue.
Myers and Estabrook supplied
bail while the two Peters boys and
Nystrom were committed to Knox
County Jail to await trial in No
vember.
The investigation and arrests
were carried out jointly by Sheriff
Pease and Chief of Police Bernard
Thompson, accompanied by Deputy
Robert Pendleton.

PLEASANT POINT
Mrs. Maud Stane has discovered
a violet and a strawberry blossom
which she hopes means Summer is
just around the corner.
We
haven’t heard so much this year
about Spring being just around the
corner, so evidently we skipped
that one.
Mi ss Inez Butler, who Ls em
ployed at R. Dunns, visited her
home in Union recently.

The Weather Bureau says Spring
is going to continue to be unusual
ly warm over most of the Eastern
two-thirds of the nation. The
West, especially the Southwest, can
expect cooler temperatures than
normal.
Here's the 3O-day outlook announ;ed by the Weather Bureau:
Temperatures averaging below
seasonal normals west of the Con
tinental Divide and generally above
normal over the eastern two-thirds
of the country, except in New
England, where near normal is in
dicated. Greatest negative de
partures are expected in the South
west and greatest positive depar
tures over the upper Mississippi
valley.
Rainfall amounts are expected
to be above normal over most of
the western half of the country,
except for subnormal in the Paci
fic Northwest. In the Northeast
and in the Lake Region subnormal
amounts are indicated, while other
areas east of the Mississippi will
have near normal rainfall.

Rev. Curtis Stanley, former pas
tor of the Nazarene Church in
Rockland, will occupy the pulpit
at the local church Sunday. He
will speak at 2.30 p. m and 7.30
p m.
Rev. Mr. Stanley was largely
responsible for the present erganizatilon of this local church. He
Is coming at this time in the in
terest of a building fund campaign.
Plans are in the making for the
erection of a new church on the *
present site of the old building, j
Rev. Mr. Stanley has a wide
circle of friends in this community
and it is certain they will give him
a good welcome back to his former
field of labor Rev Edwin L Ryan,
pastor of the church, will assist
Mr. Stanley at both services.

Mrs. Carol Jillson, Mrs. Esther
Graves, Mrs. Marguerite Haskell.
Mrs. Mildred Blood, Mrs. Ruth
Rus-ell, Mrs. Peggy Calderwood.
Mrs. Margaret Simmons, Mrs.
Marjory
Trask.
Mrs
Mildred
Achorn and Mrs. Inez Ames.
At the mee ing of the WS.C6
which followed the banquet these
officers were elected: President
Methodist Church Entertains Mrs. Rtita Hclden, vice presidnt,
Margart Ca.dtrwood, record
Members Who Are Soon Mrs.
ing secretary, Mrs. Esther Graves,
To Graduate
promotion secretary, Mrs. Shir
The annual student banquet was ley Rollins, irea-urer. Mrs Mildred
held Wednesday night at Pratt Achorn. secretaries, social relations
Memorial Methodist Church spon and local church activities, Mrs
Ivy Chatto and Mrs. Louise Greg
sored by the WjS.CjS.
Seated at the head table were ory; Mission work. Mrs. Lena deJohn Stevens, Eernard Staples Rochmont; Spiritual Life. Mrs
Literature and
Bernard Kaler, Patricia Munro and j Lorita Bicknell;
Beulah Powell, (the graduates' Publications, Mrs. Lena Stevens;
Rev. and Mrs. Merle Conant, Mr Student work, Mrs. Thelma Stan
and Mrs. Leroy Chatto, Mr. ana ley; Youth work. Mrs. Carol Jill
Mrs. Ralph U. Clark. Prin. ana son: Children's work, Mrs. Lina
work, Mrs
Mrs. E. Hamilton Boothby, Mr Mountfort, Supply
Horeyseck;
Membership,
and Mrs. Oliver Holden and Mr Feme
Mrs. Inez Ames; Fellowship, Mrs
and Mrs. Harold Whitehill.
The table decorations were ma Mildred Blood; Mite b xes. Mrs.
roon carnations and white snap Margaret Simmons.
Dr. James Kent and Sumner
dragons flanked by tall white ta
pers in maroon trimmed candle Perry were the guest speakers.
holders.
Mrs. Reita Holden and Mrs
Fanny Trask were co-chairmen of
the supper and Mrs. Thelma
5.00 to 7.00 P. M.
Stanley and Mrs. Louise Gregory
G. A. R. HALL
were in charge of the dining room
The waitresses were: Mrs. Stella
SATURDAY, MAY 5
Ellingwood, Mrs Lina Mountfort

The Student Banquet

The Band, under the direction ol
“Cuddy”with the aid of K. of P
members are having a Band Conat Calderwood's Hall. This entercert and musical Saturcav night
tainment will be followed by a
dance.
Aunt El" spent a few days at
her home in Thomaston this past
week.
Several children journeyed to
Vinalhaven Friday to have their
tonsils removed at the Tonsil Clin
ic there.
r

Public Supper

KNOX BUSINESS COLLEGE

406 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
RESIDENCE TEL. 45-M, SCHOOL 616
SUMMER SESSION OPENS JULY 1
FALL SESSION SEPTEMBER 1

SECRETARIAL — EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL
ACCOUNTING — BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
"WE SERVE ROCKLAND’S NEEDS AS ALWAYS”

. ., I'.Iim EEjuELa L, .-'".1:

"L.ZJjL-!’"SiiiCH!ii!.li.i:;. .,i. 'i:.

FLOOR COVERING WEEK

■VERY FRIDAY
At 7.30 P. M

TOWER ROCM
COMMUNITY BUILDING

AT

Auplcea Knights of Columbua

1-tf

j
*

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
I CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

1-tf

4

The family memorial will represent
you even though you may not be
with the family when they select it.
Isn't it good business and good
sense to choose the family memorial
while you can help with this most
important decision?

Why not plan to inspect our selec
tion of Guardian Memorials soon.
[ Quarried from deep Barre, Vermont,
I Granite, designed by America's
foremost artists and created by mas
ter craftsmen. Guardian Memorials
are your finest assurance that a famI ilv's love will be represented in en
during beauty.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

TELS. 390—624-M

110-112 LIMEROCK ST

ROCKLAND. ME.

¥

Ambulance Service
i-tf

352 MAIN STREET.
TELEPHONE 980
ROCKLAND. MAINE

It can be your choice, too

Every Guardian .Wemoiiai is protected
by a Guarantee bond

BURPEE
Funeral Home

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

------- sat/

“Cemetery Memorials
Since 1883”

Manufacturing Plant,
East Union
Office and Showroom,
Thomaston
TEL. THOMASTON 175
42-S-tf

NOW

Room-Fit Rugs
For Immediate Delivery
w chooung a family monu
ment, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, out
lor fenerations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
you, your heirs, or your Oescrndanta.

(

ALEXANDER SMITH

BIGELOW SANFORD

LEE
All sizes and many patterns

for your selection.

Chester Brooks
TEL. 98

WARREN,

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties

SCATTER RUGS TO MATCH MANY
OF THE PATTERNS

3-S-tf

OF

J

W7

-sire 22b-:
*.
k

m

BELOW CEILING PRICES

«s Sam

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Inasmuch as spiritual development em
braces the enduring qualities of our existence,
the Church can truly be called the symbol of
civilization.
History proves that the most highly civi
lized nations are those which encouraged and
promoted the life of the mind and spirit.
Buildings have crumbled, cities have dis
appeared. and great states have become as
legend, but the revelations of God remain
eternal.
That is why the appearance of a church is
a sign of progress, whether it be in a vast
metropolis or in a country village. For the
Church represents man's quest for immortal
Truth.
When you support the Church you will be
contributing to the progress of civilization.
You will enrich and enjoy your only im
perishable possession—your soul.

The Church is the greatest (ac
tor on earth lor the building ol
character and good citizenship. It
“ a storehouse ol spiritual values
Without a strong Church, neither
democracy not civilization can
survive
There are lour sound
reasons why every person should
attend services regularly and sup
port the Church
Th»y are
(1)
For his own soke
(2) For his
children s sake
(3) For the sake
ol his community and nation. ((4)
For the sake ol the Chureh itself,
which needs his moral and ma
terial support
Plan to go to
church regularly and read your
Bible daily.

Book
Chapter Verses
Sundsy
Matthew
]
Monday
. Mark
y 14-23
Tuesday
Luke
( j»-4S
Wednesd'y John
| 31-34

Thursday Psalms
Friday.... Proverbs
Saturday
II Timothy

43
3
3

j.j
j.y

14-13

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING. RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, I. e. advertisements which
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
ling. cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.

ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
counts with The Courier-Gazette, Count the Words—Five To a Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
JOHN Deere New Tractor-- for
sale: Model B, Model A. Model M
and Model MT Your Central
Maine John Deere Dealer for parts
and service. W. S. PILLSBURY
& SON. Waterville
51-S-54

CARI. Swanholm Property. House
and barn, 1 Elliot street, Thomas
ton, for sale. Excellent condition
Apply to FRANK D ELLIOT,
Thomaston
54-57

TWO Box Springs with legs. Twin
VISIT our Thrift Shop for real bed size. $5 each: 6 PEARL ST,
54" 56
bargains in used and close-out Camden.
Washers, Ranges and Refrigerators.
NEW 16' Sailboat Hull and hollow
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO. Mast for sale, or will trade for car53-55 top dinghy. CALL 1391-J after
53*55
HOUSE of eight rooms and bath 5 o’clock.
for sale: cemented cellar, central
PAIR of Horses for sale. EARI.
heat, garage, good lot of land. MILLAY. Liberty Me
53 55
North End location Call at 39
12'
ARISOCRAFT
Outboard
and
PARK ST
Mastercraft Boat Trailer for sale;
BURROWES ALUMINUM
will take Guns in trade SMITHS
Combination Storm Window and ESSO STATION. Rockland. 53-55
Screen
TRACTORS, used for sale: Cub
STILL AVAILABLE
Farmall with equipment; John
E T. LONG.
Deere L with plow and cultivator:
Tel. 8230 days, 1503 nights
53tf Allis-Chalmers B with equipment;
John Deere B: John Deere M:
TUBEROUS Begonias, Gloxinia.? Farmall A, plow, cultivator and
Double Petunias. Geraniums, and mower and others W S PH J sother blossoming plants, shrubs, BURY & SON. Waterville.
perennials and pansies. DEAN'S
51-S-54
NURSERY. 325 Old County Road,
STRAWBERRY
Plants
for
sale
Tel. 348-J.
52*54
at Glen Cove Howard 17 (Pre
PONY Tractors for sale. Mas mier) and Sparkle. $2 50 a hundred
sey-Harris and equipment; also Three hundred for $6 Hand dug.
Spreader and Side-delivery Rakes Sprayed. WILL LUFKIN R 1.
W S. PILLSBURY & SON. Water, Rockland.
53'55
ville.
51-S-54
ALL-Mahogany 30 ft. Speed
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale; Boat. 225 h.p. for sale. Can be seen
Howard 17, Catskill, Temple and at SNOW MARINE BASIN Tel.
Howard, 17. Catskill. State inspected 311-J.
52*54
and sprayed, $2 per 100; $18 1000.
MILKERS,
new
and
used
DeCOD orders filled. LEROY LUCE
Washington. Me. Tel. 9-14 .
53 65 Laval and others, for sale. Fair
banks-Morse Water Systems, pipe
FOR SALE
furnished or installed.
W. S.
Six-room House, all modern, PILLSBURY & SON. Waterville.
down-town location, price reduced
51-S-54
for quick sale.
ELECTRIC Stove and Boy s Bi
Nicely-located
large
modern
House, suitable for home or tour cycle for sale. TEL. Warren 2-2.
53*55
ists. Sickness forces owner to sell.
REAL ESTATE
Any reasonable offer considered
A 7-room House (3 sleeping
I have many inquiries for
houses. 6-8 rooms: also small and rooms), bath, fireplace, central
heat, garden spot, and near central
large acreage farm?.
I will be glad to list any type location $5200.
A duplex in central location with
property located in Knox County,
income of $75 per month for $5500.
and make free inspections.
At the North End a two-family
L. A. THURSTON.
38 Beech St..
Tel. 1159 House with 4 rooms and bath, first
52-54 floor; apartment with flush on
QUALITY—Strawberry Plants for 2d floor. $3800.
A good little 4-room House with
sale Large fibrous rooted State in
flush,
neat and clean for $1700.
spected. Howard 17, Temple, FairA completely new House equipped
land, Fairfax, Sparkle, Catskill, 100,
$3; 1000. $20: 10,000 $18; Great with all latest and modem im
Bay. 100. $6: 1000, $30: Gem Ever- provements. plus fireplace. About
bearing. 100. $4; 1000 $26 Sprayed an acre of land unore if desired).
and fumigated, freshly dug. post This house is of excellent construc
paid. Folder free. SYLVESTER tion, but will be sold for less than
& SKINNER. Belfast, Me. Tel. cost as owner has other plans,
569-W4.________ ___________ 46-72 $12,500.
The McKay Radio Property, in
BARRELS for sale Useful for Cushing, on the St. George River.
floats, bait; Range Oil and Cider; The house has steam heat, bath,
also two quart Bottles, Rubber cemented basement, 3-car garage.
Stoppers, Chains, Nails, Paint, All in good repair. More than 100
second-hand Pipe and Iron. MOR acres of land with long frontage
RIS GORDON & SON, 6 T St.
on the river, $8500.
39tf
Keys with F. H. WOOD, Court
House.
53-54

QUALITY FUEL OILS
Range, Fuel and Diesel Olla,
Motor Oils and Greasea,
Cities Service Gasoline

THURSTON PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS CO
THURSTON’S WHARF
30 TILLSON AVE,
TEL. $$*
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

SEVEN-ROOM House with bath
jr sale. Inquire 41 ADMONTEM
,VE. No information by phone
146tf
SEWING
Machines.
Chairs,
lockers. High Chairs, Crib, Strollr, Carriages, Chest, Stands. Tools,
fishes, etc. for sale. WEAVERS.
1 Main St., Thomaston. Tel. 345-2.
50-55
DODGE ton Pick-up for sale;
8.000 miles. $650 BICKNELL'S
[ARDWARE.
50tf

BODY and FENDER
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANV TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
REPAIRS
ANT TYPE OF WELDING

Rowling’s Garage
77$ MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL »l-W
1-tf

FOR SALE- Have a few used
bite Oil and Gaa Combination
xjves, Some Black Stoves, with Oil
urners. Electric Stove, Used Deet
•eeze. Electric Washers, and Eieclc Refrigerators, that I will seL
leap If you ve looking for some
ed stuff, we have lt at prices you
a afford to pay I alao have I
sasonably-priced Farms that 1
11 sell. Whatever you need, see
aler.
HAROLD B
KALER
ashlngton, Me. Tel. $-» Opet
6 days every year.
46tf
E have some reasonably-priced
I cars for sale. If you do not
t to buy one, perhaps you have
to sell. We buy. and sell, <Jc
e horse trading, sell on ttms
nents, In fact we do anything

please

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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HAROLD B

KALER

■htngtor Me. Tel #-36 Nations
vmut Bank of Burt-n P‘ra*'r»

LIME Sowers: for sale, John
Deere now for immediate delivery:
also. Spreaders and Side Delivery
Rakes. Corn Planters. W. S. Pills
bury & SON. Waterville. Phone
613,
51-S-54

INLAID LINOLEUM
MEASURED AND INSTALLED
Made To Measure

Venetian Blinds
Variety of

Window Shades and
Wall Paper
Meredith Furn. Co.
313 MAIN ST„

ROCKLAND
53-54

MILK Coolers for sale; used Esco
4-can, Wilson zero-flow 8-can,
E?co. 6-can and others. New DeLaval and Wilson, front opening
and others. W. S. PILLSBURY &
SON. Waterville.
51-S-54
ONE Kitchen Range with oil
burner for sale Good baker, suit
able for home or cottage. Call
297-R between 9 and 5. E R
SEAVEY
52tf
ONE Underwood Sunstrand Elec
tric Adding Machine for sale, just
re-conditioned. CALL 297-R between
9 and 5. E R. SEAVEY.
52tf
SAGADAHOC Fertilizer, for sale;
also certified Seed Potatoes (A few
Kennebec'; nice variety of flower
and vegetable seedlings. CURRY
& BOWLEY. Old County Rd
50tf
"FOR SALE”
The Mrs. Levi Berry House, locateo 29 Gay St., Rockland, has
6 rooms with bath, furnace heat
Tax 1950 was $57.00, Wi tons coal
heats the house. The price is $5500.
No less. This will make some one
a nice comfortable home.
Thank* for reading
FREEMAN S. YOUNG,
153 Main St..
Tel. 730,
Rockland,Me.
46tf
DOUBLE Tenement Houae at 57
Gleason St. Thomaston, for Mb;
aViR an acre of land and atnali
harp
If you seed a boo
this I* »
’nvwdmep* Coptart
” s KALER Waahtyrtnr
Te!
5 au-

children present at the May Day1
ORFF’S CORNER
cradle roll party held Tuesday af- i
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Collins
ternoon at the Chapel. Children
(Almeda Bragg) who have been in
not present at the party were also J
ALENA L 8TARRETT
Ruth, Nev., for two years, have re
Correspondent
given their certificates, ProgTam
- By Carol Lane ___
turned and are visiting their par
Womwn'i TrayI Authority
numbers for the afternoon includ
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Collins
Tel. 4$
ed a welcome by Mr-. Sidney Wyl-1
of Union and Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Even seasoned travelers like
lie. superintendent of the Sundaj myself sometimes lose their
Bragg of this place.
Mrs. Dyson Jameson, superinten school; a prayer and story by the. sense of direction in unfamiliar
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Borneman,
dent of the Congregational Sun Rev. Mr. Nelson; and poems by territory and don’t know
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell. Mr and
day school cradle roll, presentea Mrs. George Buck, and Mrs. Freo whether to turn right or left.
Mrs. Raymond Jackson, Mrs. Cal
I find my car compass, at
membership certificates to the Perkins. Jr Each mother present
vin Elwell and Miss Elizabeth El
tached to the dashboard, has
received a corsage of jonquils saved me mileage and time.
well attended a birthday party for
FOR SALE
which had been made by Mrs. Buck However, there is a boy-scout
Mrs. Bernard York in Warren on
—
and Mrs. Leroy McCluskey. Deco trick for determining north
Wednesday night.
NEW 13'j-foot mahogany Speed
and south
The Misses Joyce Ludwig, Al
Boat for sale, also 16 h. p. Johnson rations arranged in the dining
without a
motor and boat trailer. Call after room by Mrs. Michael Halligan,
thea
Orff and Elizabeth Elwell were
compass
5 at 14 Camden St. or HARVEY included a May Pole, the streamers
in Auburn Saturday where thej’ at
that
I
think
POST'S Warren. Me.
54*56 of which ended in a May basket
tended the fifth annal State con
is worth re
' HUDSON Coupe, 1940, for sale; favor for the cradle roll children
vention of the Future Homemakers
peating. All
' reasonable. TEL Thomaston 168-3.
you need ls
Dr. Judson Lord, and William
of America.
I
54-56
g watch and
Barrett returned home today from
Miss Barbara Ann Teirila has en
a match
SEWING Machine for sale. $10. Portland, where they had attend
listed in the Women's Air Force and
stick
Refrigerator suitable for cottage ed the Grand Lodge of Masons.
has reported for duty at Lackland
Hold the
$25
TEL. 467-M1.
54'56
Air Base, San Antonio, Texas. She
Mrs. Chester Wyllie attended the watch flat, face upward. Hold
STRAWBERRY Plants for sale; Knox County Colby Club banquet the match upright at the edge
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard 17, $2.50 per 100; $10.00 held Wednesday night at the Rock of the watch, at the spot the
Henry Teirila and was a graduate
per 500; $18 per 1000. State in
hour hand points to. Now turn
of Waldoboro High School last
spected CHESTER LEONARD 5 land Hotel in Rockland.
the watch until the shadow
June.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifford
Spear,
Thomas street, Camden. Tel. 798
from the match falls along the
Mr. and Mrs. George Kimball
No mail orders.
54 66 who passed the Winter at Warren hour hand.
and
daughter, Lois, of Richmond
village,
have
opened
their
home
at
KITCHEN Stove and oil burner
If lt Is morning, south will lie
were Sunday callers at BjTon Lud
for sale; also double beds, single East Warren for the Summer.
half-way between the hour
bed, iron sink, dining-room table.
wig’s.
The annual meeting of the War hand and twelve o’clock, read
MAURICE JONES, Clark Island.
ing clockwise. If it is afternoon,
Miss Patricia Crowell of Dam
ren
PT.A.
will
be
held
Tuesday
Me
54-56
south will lie half-way between
ariscotta Mills was overnight guest
night at the grade school. The fol the hour hand and twelve
CHEV 1948. 10-wheel Lumber
Friday- of Elizabeth Elwell.
Truck for sale, good condition. C. lowing committee will present a o’clock, reading counter-clock
Mrs. Milda Marsham of Lexing
W HILTON. Tel. Damariscotta slate of officers for the coming wise. And at noon, south will be
ton, Mass., is a guest of Mrs. Bea
2426
54*56 year. Mrs. Raymond Pendleton, right where the hour hand
trice Kleinberg.
SEVEN-PIECE Dining-room Set Mrs. Maynard Aines, and Mrs. points.
Try it!
Mrs. Leland Vannah and daugh
Gammon
Refreshment
with table pads for sale. $50: Cot Edwin
ter Carolyn, Plymouth, Mass., were
tage Organ. $20: 120 NO MAIN committee for the evening will be
ST
54"56 Mrs. Joseph Billings, Mrs. May- for his Sunday morning topic at guests of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin El
FOR SALE
i nard Ames, and Mrs. Amy SLar- the Congregational Church, ''Sal well on Saturday.
Nice 5 to 6 week.? old Pig.?
Mrs. Harold Peacock is steadily
rett. Twenty-one pupils of grades vation, The Christian’s Most Pre
LEONARD'S PIGGERY.
, gaining, after a severe illness of
five and six will pre-ent a short cious Gift."
Rockville. Me.
The Dorcas Circle of Kings several weeks.
54-56 play, Hail Columbia," under the
Daughters will meet Monday after
Several attended the Turkington
GLENWOOD Combination oil i direction of their teacher, Mrs.
evangelistic services in Friendship
and gas Range, with coil and cop , Lina Smith Pupils in the play noon with Mrs. P. D. Starrett.
Miss Jean Sarapas of Boston, Sunday.
per boiler for sale. Two years old. are Ellen Erickson, Sandra Mank.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell. Mrs.
Excellent condition, $200 Owner Elizabeth Harding, Carolyn Over- Mass., was weekend guest of Mr
moving. TEL Rockland 1408
Rosa Hall and Miss Elizabeth El
. lock, June Stimpson, Fay Chicoine, and Mrs. Tauno Manner.
54*lt
The White Oak Juvenile Grange well attended the military funeral
Sandra Mitchell, Gail Chicoine
NINE-piece Dining-room Set for George Lehto, Eugene Mitchell, members honored Mr. and Mrs for Pvt. Kenneth E. Bradley in
sale, $80; also Hoover Vacuum
Willis Moody, Sr., Saturday after Rockland Sunday. Pvt. Bradley
Cleaner. $40: G. E. Iron. $7; Me Gloria Kenniston. Janice Kinney.
chanical
Drawing Tools, $10. Gary Robinson, Donn Wren, Ever noon last week at a home coming lost his life at Waegon, Korea.
TEL. Thomaston 357, 21 Green St. ett Waters and Leroy Cousins. In party, which also was a birthday Sept. 4, 1950.
54 56 a chorus group of five are the fol party for Mrs. Moody, matron of
OWL’S HEAD
COPHI.AND Condensing unit lowing; Inza Peabody, Judy Wood, the Juvenile Grange. Miss June
with '4 horse motor for sale. Make Nancy* Buck, Donna Mitchell and Stimpson, granddaughter of Mrs. Robert Perry, son of Mr. and
your own box or walk-in deep Tobey Messer. Their accompanist Moodj- and Juvenile Grange mem Mrs. Alvin Perry, observed his
freeze or ref. List price $285, near
will be Mrs. Doris Emerson grade ber. presented Mrs. Moody with a
ly new. now $150. TEL. Camden
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
two
teacher.
birthday cake she had made.
2869
54'56
Rev.
Bruce
Cummings
will
have
Continuing the series of sermons'
ICIRIUISIAOIE
BRAND New Mattress for sale,
R1! SURfM
made up wrong size—33'x66”, never on Christian teachings and beliefs, for his sermon topics at the Bap
I iC
used; also, tank-type Vacuum Rev. j. Homer Nelson will have tist Church Sunday, the follow
irm-^
Cleaner and 2 pr. Drapes: 32 HILL
ing at 10 a. m. "The Power Pente
I S'C I ____
ST., Rockland. Me.
54-56
cost.
”
and
at
7
pm.
"The
Power
of
WANTED
nMs^eTtWe noMbe
ROCKPORT
For sale—8-rm.
the Ascension Message."
GiAIsTp'e dBtMm a :
House in
excellent condition.
CAPABIE Woman or Girl want
The St. George Lodge, A. F. and
ALlHi!
Hot water
heat,
oil
fired. ed, general housekeeper; small A. M. will observe visiting officers
p pe
yBaBs '
Near stores and bus. SECURITY ■ family: good pay; references rerHm
TElSI Rl
REAL ESTATE CO.
Dorothy 1 quired. Write J.A., % The Cou night at a special meeting Monday
A
c
n
A,S P sBau derIn I :|_'E
Dietz, Camden 2117 or 8897
54-lt rier-Gazette.
54*56 night which will follow a 6.30 sup
HIT, , O , PjJ
, ATLS c^rjR
per.
NEW and Antique Furniture and
- eVop NG
ENRAGED
ON account of ill health, must
other things for sale AMERICAN «11 308 select black sex-link pulsetneIe eBpo' (*M ele:
risfrKfrRi-s.; g£Ai'fclNlsl
HOUSE 308 Main St., Rockland. , lets, hatch March 1. Choice for
Mary Hastings. Tel 1322-R.
meat or egg production. From
BLACK Cocker Spaniel Pup for Puilorum-clean strain LEVERETT
WANTS TO SEE YOU
sale: 26 Holmes St. TEL 218-M j L. COUSINS, Rte 1, Waldoboro.
ACME
ABOUT
54'56
54* lt Tel. Damariscotta 211-3.
EXTERMINATING CO.
CARPENtek Work of any kind
CHEVROLET. all-steel Station
We rid your premises of
Wagon, 1949. for sale; color, forest wanted. One-car garages $500. in
43-62
any vermin.
gTeen, good rubber and good con cluding labor and materials, $550
dition mileage 18.500. W. P. HAN , with overhead doors. New flat
For information phone
COTTAGES
LEY, Y.M.CA., Camden.
Tel. roofs without nails. Concrete side
3139.
54-lt walks and driveways: 27 years’ ex
LLOYD’S, INC.
WANTED
A COTTAGE
perience in building. Estimates
646 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
REAL ESTATE
WANTED:
To
buy
a
Cottage,
cheerfully given. TEL. 921-R days,
In Owl's Head
must be on the water and in good
44-Th&S-tf
54'60 condition,
Salt water Rent, oil heat, 3 bed 8897 evenings.
with electricity and
WOMAN for clerical work want telephone available. J. M. HUMPH
rooms. complete except linens, $450
ed; bookeeping experience desir REY Tel. Camden 2859.
Ma>- 1 through October.
53«55
Notices Of Appointment
2. Overlooking Rockland Harbor, able, but not necessary. Apply
WANTED A COTTAGE
I. Willis R Vinal, Register of
nearly an acre of land with city ROUND TOP DAIRY, 75 Park St.
Cottage wanted, to sleep seven
water, cleared and high ground, j__________________________ 53-55 July 15 to 29. Conveniences. Good Probate for the County of Knox in
the State of Maine, hereby certify
$500
BOY’S Bicycle wanted, 24’ wheel. fishing, swimming, 30 mile radius of that in the following estates, the
3 One-bedroom Summer Home, TEL. 1317-M.
53*55 Rockland. Write CHARLES FREE. persons were appointed Adtnini.
cellar, new plumbing. Landscaped
ONE or two small Children want MAN. 75 Heather Lane, New Brit strators. Executors, Guardians and
grounds. On paved road, $3200.
51.54 Conservators and on the dates
ed
to board, licensed home. EDITH ain, Conn.
4. Rockland—2-family House. 5
B.
SHAW.
108
Old
County
Rd
hereinafter named.
rooms up and down, good location,
53*55
TO LET
ALBERT HARRIMAN of Cush
cellar dry and high-posted. Can
ing. April 10, 1951 Irving A. Fales
SIX to 8-room House or Apt. want
be financed. $5300
THREE-Room furnished Apt to of Cushing was appointed Conserv
5. For rent — Cottage, May ed; central location; ref. furnished.
through September. Megunticook Write "HOUSE,” % The Courier- let, modem conveniences, tut, ator and qualified by filing bond
Gazette.
53*55 1824R or call afternoons or eve on same da^e.
fully-equipped. 3 bedrooms, $625
nings, 15 GROVE ST.
53tf
6 Thomaston — 412-room Home,
WESLEY A. RICH, late of Cam
A MAN past middle age, or el
new flush, oil stove, partly fur derly people to board in widow’s
UPSTAIRS four-room Apt. to den, deceased. April 4, 1951 Ralph
nished. City water, $1800
home in country. Home privileges. let with flush. THL. Thomaston R. Thompson of Belfast was ap
E W COFFIN.
53*56 pointed executor and qualified by
MRS EFFIE HOYT, RED. 1, 252-5.
Owl's Head.
Phone 551-W2 Warren, Me
filing bond on April 12, 1961.
52*54
HEATED
unfurnished,
five-room
54-57
WILLIAM F. SIDENSPARKER,
BOAT Builders, Wood Workers, Apartment to let. TEI.. 402
52tf late of Warren, deceased. April 17.
wanted.
Steady work. Defense
EGGS & CHICKS plant. LUDERS' MARINE CON HOUSE, 5 or 7 rooms, to let, 5 1951 Bert J. Benner of Belfast was
STRUCTION COMPANY, Stam Rockland St. TEL 888-W. 52*54 appointed Administrator, and qual.
SEX-LINK Pullets for sale, 26c ford Conn.
ified by filing bond on same date.
52-54
THREE-Room Unfurnished Mod
each, from championship stock,
HAROLD G. YOUNG, late of
SMALL Plywood Skiff wanted, ern Apartment and bath to let.
Maine-U S Approved, Pullorum
Cushing, deceased. April 17, 1951
clean, Newcastle Immune. Cockerels that can be carried by two people. Electric stpve, heat. ARTHUR Mildred E. Young of Cushing was
JORDAN, 99 Camden St. Tel. 1345. appointed Executrix and qualified
6c each. BYRON MILLS, Waldo LMM . % The Courier-Gazette.
52 54
51tf by filing bond on same date.
boro. Tel. 5-3.
54*57
For Elmer Ames, Carpenter. PaDOWNSTAIRS Apt. (5 rooms) to
* SEX-LINK Pullets, cockerels or
BERKLEY E. GILCHREST, late
straight-run chicks from Pullorum perhanger and painter. Please call let. Write to P. O. BOX 506. 51tf of Union, deceased. April 17, 1951
Mon.
through
Fri.
1680.
evenings
clean U. S approved stock, for
POUR-Room Apt. to let; modern Eunice H. GUchrest of Union was
52*54
sale MELVILLE W. DAVIS, Dutch and week-ends 1003-W.
bath; electric range and refrigera appointed administratrix, and qual
Neck Hatchery. Tel. 122-23. Wal
ANTIQUES and Used Furnish tor; hot water heat, thermostat ified by filing bond on same date.
doboro
4-tf ings wanted, attic contents, etc. I control; $1250 per week. Over
MAURICE W. LEACH, SR , late
WEAVER’S, 91 Main St. Thomas- 1 Carr’s Store, 536 Main St. TEL. 24. of Union, deceased. April 17, 1951
on.
Tel.
345-2.
50-63
Sltf Irvine M. Leach of Union was apLOST AND FOUND
MAN wanted to work on poultry
LARGE Front Room to let, with , pointed administrator, and quali
SMALL black and white Pox farm, year-round job; also woman or without kitchen privileges. Call fied by filing bond on same date.
Terrier Pup lost. i'tiL. 501-M.
for housekeeper. L. B ROKES, at 100 UNION ST., Rockland.
ELIZABETH JACOBS, late of
53*55 Camden, Me. Tel. Camden 2261.
49*55 j Appleton, deceased. April 17, 1951
47tf
POUR-ROOM Apt. to let; new Edwina E. Turner and Louise ColWANTED AT ONCE!
bath, hot water, second floor, pri ! lins, both of Appleton, were ap
MISCELLANEOUS
Any kind of Hardwood in bolts vate entrance, unfurnished. Adults pointed executrices, without bond.
LAWN Mowers—Come and see from 48" to 69", must be sound, 7” only, $40. P. O. BOX 505. 46tf
NELLIE C. BAIRD, late of North
us about the type of power and or larger, premium prices paid.
SMALL Furnished Apartments to Haven, deceased. April 18. 1951
hand mowers that are the most Call or write ATLANTIC MANU let. Apply in person, 11 JAMES Sherman F. Baird of North Haven
economical to operate and service. FACTURING OO, 54 Park St., ST_________________________ ltf i was appointed executor, without
We can also save you money on the Rockland. Tel 893 __________ 44tf
bond.
HEATED and unheated furnished
purchasing of a Garden Tractor.
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work AptsFLORA B. SIMMONS, late of
to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
EMIL RIVERS, INC., 342 Park St., done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
Tels. 8060 or 1234. ltf i Rockland, deceased. April 17, 1951
Rockland
47tf Union St.,- Grove St. entrance. Tel Park St
: Howe D Higgins of Southwest Har.
RENT our Floor Sanding Ma i bor was appointed executor and
1680 EVA AMES
52*57
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
WASTE Paper wanted, newspa chines. Do the job yourself. We I qualified by filing bond on April 20,
tell you how. STUDLEY HARD ] 1951.
pers, books, magazines, corrugat
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplace*
Tel. 20, Thomaston.
ed boxes.
Inquire 55 TILLSON WARE
AMELIA E. JOHNSON, late of
Mooring Stones and Chain. Ash
AVE.. City.
147tf ___________________________ 30tf j Rockland, deceased. April 17, 1951
lar. Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
FIVE-ROOM unfurnished Apt., ] Barbara J. Sisson of Laconia. New
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
TOP price* paid for ell kinds of
junk Iron, steel metals, batteries to let, cold water furnished; adults Hampshire was appointed adminigladly submitted. No obligation.
Jerome C.
snd rags. MORRIS GORDON * only. Apply BTCKNELLS HDWRE. I stratrix. without bond
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
BON. 6 T Bt Tel. 123-W
12tf _________ _____ ____________ 46tf 1 Burrows of Rockland was appointed
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
SANDING Machine and polisher Agent in Maine.
” ANTIQUE8' Olass 'China, Furni
han A Son). Clark Island. Me.
Attest:
Tri Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant’!
ture old Paintings, etc, wanted. to let Also a Wall Paper Steamer.
WILLIS R VINAL.
Harbor 56-li
1-tl
CARL- B FREEMAN. Olen Oove Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
itf 5L-&-57
Register.
TW. Rockland lid.
ltf cp, .449 Main

WARREN

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD

Tips on Touring

“CLAYT” BITLER

GOODYEAR TIRES
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HORIZONTAL
1-Appertain to
6-A dagger
11- Mohammedan prince
12- Large lake
14-Setting down for
future reference
16-A month (abbr.)
1^-Moves b3ck
20-Armed conflict
22-Want
24- Carouse
25- Dress with care
26- A helmet
28- Crimson
29- Exchange
30- Marketable
32- Pressed
33- Announcing
34- Be indignant at
36-Officia! who inspects
weights
39- Ascend
40- Assist
42- Steps on each side
of a fence
43- Fastens
44- Force air violently
through nostrils

VERTICAL (Coat.)
17- A fuel
18- Backsl iding
20- Disputing
21- Military asmetarrt
23-To lower
25-The condition of ly
ing face downward
27-Without company
29-Attempts
31- Combining form.
Outside
32- lndian Medical
VERTICAL
Service (abba)
34— Knocked
2- Etruscan god
35- Large lake
3- A Hebrew measure 37- East longitude
4- Daintier
(abbr.)
38-C on sequence
5- One who deals in
40- Render s.ft and
food
6- Arranged in layers
tough by heating
41- Showy
7- Window built out
from a wall
44- Plural of sacrum
45- Stomach of an ok
8- Loud continuous
noises
used as food
48- A Swiss cantos
9- Small barrel
10-Resounds
49- Land
51- King (Fr.)
13-Damaged
15-Amazing disclosures 52- No title-page (abbr.)

HORIZONTAL (Cont)
46- Man’s name
47- Wooden pin
48- Ensigns
50- African antelope
51- Withdrawal
53- Odd (Scot.)
54- String on a stick
55- Pertaining to the
backbone
56- Uttered a sharp cry

birthday with a party April 27. A
jolly afternoon was passed with an
outdoor peanut hunt and games and
lunch included ia prettily deco
rated birthday cake and ice cream
and favors of May baskets. Rob
ert received many nice gifts.
Present were Billy and Sally Stin
son, Bonnie Dyer, Ted Ross, Judy,
Elaine and Robert Learned, Danny
St. Clair, Roberta St. Clair and

Robert’s sister Donna.
A card party will be held by the
Mother’s Club Council following the
supper which is being held by the
Owl’s Head Farm Bureau Satur
day night. May 5 at the Town Hall
in conjunction with Home Demon
stration Week. Exhibits and a
demonstration will be put on to
show the work of the Farm Bureau
during the supper hour.

PROBATE NOTICES
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in either
of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land, in and for fhe County of Knox,
on the seventeenth day of April, in
the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and fifty-one, and by
adjournment from day to daj’ from
the seventeenth day of said April.
The following matters having been
presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated it Is hereby
ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by causing a
copy- of this order to be published
three weeks successively in The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
lished at Rockand, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at said Rockland
on the fifteenth day of May, A. D.
1951 at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon if they see
cause.
HENRY U. LAMSON. late of
Rockport, deceased. Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof, asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Nellie S. Lamson
of Rockport, she being the execu
trix named therein, without bond.
FRED M KITTREDGE, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and peti
tion for Probate thereof, asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary- issue to Alice K Kittredge
of Rockland, she being the execu
trix named therein, without bond.
MINA A. WOODCOCK, late of
Cushing, deceased. Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof, asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Lizzie E. Young
of Cushing, she being the executrix
named therein, without bond.
HERBERT C. FAILES, late of
Thomaston, deceased. Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof, asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Edith L. Fales of
Thomaston, she being the executrix
named therein, without bond.
ESTATE OSMOND P. ELD
RIDGE. late of Rockport, deceased.
Will and Petition for Probate there
of, asking that the same may be
proved and allowed and that Let
ters of Administration, with the
will annexed, be issued to Roland
Pierce of Rockport, or some other
suitable person, without bond,
MICHAEL STRANGE late of
Easton, Connecticut, deceased. Ex
emplified copy of Will and Codicil
thereto, and probate thereof, to
gether with a Petition for Probate
of Foreign Will, asking that the copy
of said WiU and Codicil may be al.
lowed, filed and recorded in the
PrJbate Court of Knox County, and
that Letters Testamentary be is
sued to Winfield Huppuch of New
York, New York, without bond.
ETHEL R. WEEKS late of Newl ton, Massachusetts, deceased. Ex
emplified Copy of Will and Probate,
thereof, together with a Petition
j for Probate of Foreign Will, asking
that the copy of said Will may be
' allowed, filed and recorded in the
Probate Court of Knox County, and
I that Letters of Administration, with
I the will annexed, be issued to J.
Owen Weeks of Melrose, Mass.,
without bond.

ESTATE ANNIE PAYNE FOSS,
late of North Haven, deceased. Pe
tition for Administration d.b.n.c.t.a.,
asking that Curtis M. Payson of
Union, or some other suitable per
son, be appointed administrator,
d.b.n.c.t.a. w-ith bond.
ESTATE IEAAC EDISON ARCH
IBALD, late of Thomaston, de
ceased. First and Final Account
presented for allowance by The
First National Bank of Damari
scotta, executor.
ESTATE WILLIAM I. WHIT
NEY, late of Thomaston, deceased.
First and Final Account presented
for aUowance by Alfred M. Strout,
administrator.
ESTATE JOSEPH H COUHIG.
late of Rockland,' deceased. First
and Final Account presented for
allowance by Clara A. Couhig, ex
ecutrix.
ESTATE FRANCIS D. HARDEN,
late of Rockland, deceased. First
and Final Account presented for
allowance by Vivian L. Harden, ex
ecutrix.
ESTATE JOSEPHINE L. PER
KINS, of Rockland. First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Marion M. Fields, Conservator.
ESTATE MAURICE M. LEACH,
SR., of Union. First and Final Ac
count presented for aUowance by
Irvine M. Leach, Conservator.
ESTATE LORETTA CAMINONT,
late of Camden, deceased. Sixth
Account presented for allowance by
The Canal National Bank of Port
land, Trustee,
ESTATE HERMAN W. CROCK
ETT, late of North Haven, deceased.
First and Final Account presented
for allowance by Richard H. Crock
ett, Administrator.
ESTATE WILLIAM H. PASCAL,
late of Camden, deceased. Sixth
and Final Account presented for
allowance by Hervey C. Allen, Trus
tee.
ESTATE WILLIAM I. WHIT
NEY. late of Thomaston, deceased.
Petition for Distribution presented
bj- Alfred M. Strout of Thomaston,
Administrator.
ANNIE M. DREW, late of Wake
field, Massachusetts, deceased. Ex
emplified Copy of WiU and Probate
thereof, together with petition for
probate of Foreign WU1. asking that
the same may be allowed, filed and
recorded in the Probate Court of
Knox County, and that Letters
Testamentary be issued to Walter
Sumner Blake of Wakefield, Mass
achusetts, without bond.
ESTATE CHARLOTTE M. RIP
LEY, late of Rockland, deceased.
First and Final Account presented
for allowance by Osborne E. Rip
ley, Executor.
ESTATE CATHERINE E. DONO
HUE, late of Rockland, deceased.
First and Final Account presented
for allowance by Abbie McDonald,
Administratrix, c.ta.
ESTATE WILI.IAM F. SIDEN
SPARKER, late of Warren, de
ceased. Petition for License to Sell
certain real estate situated in said
Warren and fully described in said
petition, presented by Bert J. Ben
ner of Belfast, administrator.
WITNESS. HARRY E. WILBUR.
Esquire, Judge of Probate for Knox
County. Rockland, Maine.
Attest;
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register

_____

____

_
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French Farmer Studying In Union

Item
Dear Farmer:
Feb
We are hearing, these days much I
1939
1951
7.9
about the high cost of living. Some Wh:te bread, pound,
10.0
of this creates the impression that Rcund steak, pounds,
1.8
13
farm returns are unreasonable high Pork chops, pounds.
2.1
2.6
in rela’ion to incomes of other peo Butter, pounds,
IS
13
Milk. Fresh, delivered,
ple.
6.3
I think that we should be in quarts,
5.1
formed as to some of the facts sc Fresh eggs.
2.5
1.9
that we may be prepared when Potatoes,
25.3
36.3
In most food items,. an hour's
neftssary, to state the case for
farmers.
work in February of 1951 will buy
According to Secretary, Bran more than the same amount oi
nan, the average U. S. Farmer work in 1939.
gets 69 cents an hour for his labor
Americans spent a smaller share
five percent on his investmen: of their disposable income for foou
and nothing for his management last year than in 1947, 1948 or 1941
of the farm. This compares unfav If we had been satisfied with the
orably with the 75 percent per hour same kinds and qual.ties of foods
minimum set for most types of non that we brought in 1935-1939, it
farm labor; less than a third of would hare cost about five percent
the return on investment that less of our disposable income. Peo
corporations realized in 1950, ana ple are eating about one-eigh.h
very poorly with salaries of busi more and buy.ng more services
ness managers—one of the high along with their food. In January
est paid groups in the county.
the average cost of food per a fam
The average hourly earnings in ily of three was a: the rate oi
i 1950 were: 69 cents per farm peo 1769 per year of which $352 wen
ple, $1.46 for manufacturing work to marketing costs, and $357 to the
ers;
$2.03 for building construction farmer.
His first supper in Maine was more than enjoyed by Yves after helping with the evening mliking.
Here are some other items to fit
Left to right are Lincoln Hawes, Mr. Hawes, Yves and Mrs. Hawes who prepared a supper of fried ham, workers; and $1.17 retail trade
workers; 1947, 1948 and 1949 figures out the story: 10 percent of food
string beans, potatoes and biscuits for her guest, plus strawberries and cream.
showed similar comparisons.
items are fish or foreign produced
can made, is powered with diesel
Farm operations’ income fell 27 items
not effecting
American
engines. Gasoline is high in cost per cent from 1947 to 1950 while farms; 40 percent of products from
in France with one liter there cost national income was increasing 1 American farms are already sub
ing about what one gallon does in percent. The rise in farm prices, ject to controls; products not al
this country.
if continued, will bring 1951 farm ready under or subject to control
The trade names of Farmal and earnings back to about where they foi' not more than 20 percent oi
John Deere farm equipment which were in 1947. Farm people were the consumer’s price index of which
he saw in Union were familiar to getting about two-thirds as much only half traces back to the far
Schuyler Hawes and his family land. The remainder is divided, him as he observed that there was income as non-farm people in 1927; mer.
much of those two brands on only about one-half as much in The reason why I think you
of Union have a French farmer with 13 acres being in wheat, eight
French farms.
1950.
should have these figures at youi
visiting them for the next three in potatoes, two in sugar beets and
If one considers increases in fool command is that you are operating
At the end of his study period
one in apple trees, plus the general
months. The 24-year-old farm
in this country he will be required prices, one must also consider the on a small “margin” which is nar
family garden as well.
owner from Brittany, Yves Le Co
rowing all the time, and you should
Every bit of the Brittany farms to make a report to the govern ability of people to buy food.
zannet, is in this country under are worked, he said. Little space ment and to assist in instructing
Here are some of the amounts oi be able to back up your problems
sponsorship of his own government is ever left idle as every effort is other farmers in new methods lie food which could be bought with with facts.
and that of the United States.
Sincerely,
one hour of factory labor in dif
made to produce all possible returns has learned.
Cozannet is one of a group of from the areas owned.
Gilbert B. Jaeger
Mr. and Mrs. Hawes and the ferent years.
49 French farmers who left their
One hour’s factory work will buy:
County Agent
He has a dairy herd of 10 cows children of the family have taken
farms a week ago to go to Paris on and as many calves which he is a great liking to their guest who
the first leg of what will be a six- raising. A pair of horses and has entered into the family circle
months’ tour of the United States. American-made tractor, plow and with ease. His ready smile and
After two days in Paris, the four disc harrow make up the farm liking for children has already
flew by Air France to Washington equipment.
made him a favorite with the small
and then were sent out to farms in
There are four of the French fry. Even the family collie, King,
NEWS OF THE GRANGES
all sections of this country.
IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
group now on Maine farms with has decided he has found a new
The visitor arrived at the Hawes the remainder of the 49 who are friend.
farm at 5 p. m. Thursday and with in this country being scattered
His routine will be that of any
Limerock Valley Pomona
Alma Fitch and Mildred Dusin an hour was helping his host across the nation.
agricultural worker. He will do
Pomona will hold its Boaster wald were reported ill. Members
with the milking.
He has an amazing grasp of Eng the regular chores of the dairy Night May 12 at the Grange hall may send cards.
Cozannet is in the United States lish and can readily understand but farm, work in the fields and study
in Glen Cove with Penobscot View] Ronald Kennedy and Edna Suke
to study farm organization, the has a little difficulty in making farm management and financing
forth, steward and lady assistant
Grange as the host.
use of mechanized equipment and himself clear. The change from right along with Mr. Hawes as he
The public is invited to the steward, have been elected assist
dairy farming specifically. He also the metric system of Europe in works out farm problems.
meeting which starts at 8 o’clock. ant steward and lady assistant
shows a decided interest in poultry' measure has him momentarily
The Green Pastures program, in Featured will be a program ar steward of Lincoln Pomona for the
as his section of France produces tripped, but not for long.
which Hawes excels, will be a spe ranged by the lecturer and chair- ■ remainder of the year.
much poultry and he has an eye
He was surprised that farm trac cial study of the visitor as he has man of the Home & Community
Penobscot View Grange
to going into that field along with tors here are driven by gasoline a desire to get still more results
Welfare Committee. A Springtime
A program on the Bible was pre
his other farm projects.
engines. At home, he said, all from his pasture land which makes festival atmasphere willl be the
sented at the last meeting of Pe
He will spend three months on equipment, which is largely Ameri up better than half his farm.
theme of the program with the nobscot View under the direction of
the Union farm and then will
lecturers of the Pomona subordi Lecturer Una Ames.
transfer for an additional three
nate Granges taking part.
The program opened with the
months to a middle western farm
Members of the Home & Com singing of "Abide With Me;’ which
for still more study of American
munity Welfare Committee are was followed by a reading by Mas
methods.
asked to be at the hall at 7 o'clock ter Wixson.
The heavily wooded areas on the
to decorate for the meeting.
The books of the Bible were given
farms in Union amazed him Thurs
All Grangers are asked to contact in order and designated by Sister
day. He commented that in Brit
their own Ceres to determine what Wixson. This was followed by a
tany, woodland is a rarity and that
their contribution to the refresh tableau and song, ‘The Old Rugged
the countryside is rolling, not hav
ment table is to be.
Cross.” The history of the h; mn.
ing the hills of Knox County, or the
' He Leadeth Me,” was given by the
Weymouth Grange
lakes which he could see from the
Hawes farm.
TThe First and Second Degrees chaplain. The program closed with
His own farm is 60 acres in size,
were conferred on a class of can the reading of the 23d psalm by
of which 35 acres are in pasturedidates Monday evening.
The the Grange in unison.
The next meeting will be on Maysame group will receive the Third
17
when a memorial pageant will be
and Fourth Degrees next Monday
when Master Earl Tolman of presented.
Knox Pomona
Mt. Pleasant Grange will be the
Applied
A
very
important
rehearsal for
presiding
officer.
JOIINS-MANVILLE
Those receiving degrees were, the pageant being prepared byCERTIFIED CONTRACTORS
Donald Wood, Lillian Syvester, Knox Pomona will be held at 8
Free Estimates.
Edward Sylvester, Gladys Stinson, p. m. May 11 at Union Town Hall.
All Jobs Guaranteed.
Lawrence Stinson, Charles Rogers Mrs. Ruth Wiley is directing the
Terms If Desired.
pageant which will be presented
and Marion Rogers.
KENNEBEC ROOFING
The attendance award for the May 16 at the 75th anniversary.
AND SIDING CO.
Acorn Grange
first quarter, won by Weymouth
TEL. 1135, ROCKLAND
*
The usual Wednesday evening so
Grange, will be presented by Mt.
P. O. BOX 513
Pleasant Grange Monday evening cial will not be held May 9 as the
42 and 44-ThS-tf
ladies degree team of Acorn will be
by Master Tolman.
at Seven Tree Grange in Union
Meenahga Grange
Meenahga Grange observed Men's where the Third and Fourth De
night Monday night. P. M. Alfred grees will be conferred.

Home Demonstration Week Observed

<
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Yves Le Cozannet Of Brittany Is Guest Of
Schuyler Hawes For Three Months For
a Study Of American Farm Methods

THE GRANGE CORNER
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Roofing and Siding

House-Sherman,
Inc.

and

CROSLEY present the

NEW SHELVADORS* for ’51!

*
Mooa
DAC-11
O»F««>Y
10.53 •». A

Leaders of the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau who were recognized at the meeting this week by Home
Demonstration Agent Constance Cooper for the excellence of their work in their several projects with the
many clubs of the two counties the past year.

All Can Join ACP

Project Leaders From 30 Communities In
Rockland Tuesday; Several Honored
Contact By Farmers With
PMA Committeeman All
Is Needed To Join
All farmers in Maine who wish
to take part in the 1951 Agricul
tural Conservation Program may
do so by contacting their nearest
Production and Marketing Adminis
tration community- committeeman
or county office.
The State P.M.A. office at Orono
this week estimates that about 60
percent of the Maine farmers
likely to sign up in the 1951 A.CP.
have already enrolled.
There's no deadline for signing
up before the program ends Dec
3!. It’s important, however, that
farm plans which include carrying
out soil building and conservation
practices be cleared with County
MA. committees before the prac
tices are done. This permits proper
technical assistance or other in
formation to be provided and the
P.M.A. to give approval in advance.
These steps are necessary, not
only to the proper performance of
practices to promote the greatest
amount of conservation, but to
permit the fair allocation of avail
able funds to all Maine farmers
taking part in the Agricultural
Conservation Program. Needs foi
conservation on individual farms
and in the counties are given careiul consideration, point out PAf.A
officials.

Soil Conservation
By Roy Gross, Soil Conserva
tion Service. Waldoboro.

Conservation irrigation on the
farm is simply the use of the irri
gation and cropping methods that
best fit the particular soil, slope,
crop and water supply. It makes
possible irrigation without erosion
damage, alkali accumulation, water
logging or undue water loss.
The soil on your farm needs to
be examined for depth, texture,
structure, permeability, available
water capacity and productivity. A
soil
conservation survey map show
Maple Grange
Bliven presided. Austin Winchen
ing these and other factors such as
White
Oak
Grange
will
meet
baugh acted as lecturer, presenting
slope, past erosion and seep spots,
a variety program. Clam chowder with Maple Grange May 17 for the
< Continued on Page Six)
Third
and
Fourth
Degrees.
was served after the meeting by
Six applications were received at
Harold Gross, George Soule, Jr.,
and Morton Smith who filled the the last meeting.
White Oak Grange
Graces’ chairs. There were 5?
present.
Warren Grangers were guests at
His first workout with a milking machine came early on his visit.
The charter was draped in mem the April 27 meeting with 38 presAlthough he had seen the units on other French farms he had never
<Continued on Page Six:
used one. It took only a minute or two for him to learn the operation ory of Brother Herbert Johnson

and get the device in action.

Supervisors To Meet

4

Witt “Care-Free"
Automatic Defrosting!
Tkera'a nothing

Ute It—tfee way tfca

The K-L Soil Conservation
Leaders At Rockland On
May 12 To Organize

1951 Shatvmlor Refrigerttorr defrost t
i caavtetafr k 2 te 10 mtetasl

Supervisors of the Knox-Lincoln
Soil Conservation Service will meet
May 22 at 720 p. m. at the Farns
worth Museum in Rockland.
The meeting w’ill be the first of
the new board and will be an or
ganizational session, according to
Soil Conservationist Leroy Gross
of Waldoboro
UZ MAIN ST, ROCKLANB, ME.
Ray Thurston. Union, head of fhe
TEL. 721
5-Th*8-tf board, wil, conduct, the meeting

House-Sherman, Inc.

and will be assisted by Gross and

Howard Forsythe, district soil con
serration expert .
Subscribe to The Gourler-Oflzette

WE WILL BUY

I

GOOD CLEAN USED CARS!

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
ift-Sl RANKIN ST.
IOCKLAND

3-S-tf

One hundred and sixty communi
ty leaders from 30 communities in
Knox and Lincoln Counties attend
ed the County Home Demonstration
Week observance in Rockland, May
1, at the Universalist and Metho
dist Churches.
Highlight of the morning was a
discussion session to obtain sug
gestions for the 1952 Extension
program.
Mrs. Florence Peck, chairman of
the Woman’s Division of the Farm
Bureau, welcomed the community
chairmen,
secretaries, clothing,
foods, and home management
leaders.
Constance Cooper, district home
demonstration agent, spoke briefly
on the purpose of Home Demon
stration Week and the way the
week is being observed in national.
State, county, and local levels.
Miss Cooper stated that the nation
wide theme is "Today's Home
Builds Tomorrow’s World."
Miss Edith Wilson, dean of Wom
en at the University of Maine, led I
the group in a discussion of lead
ership. Through buz sessions nnd
role playing, each member of the
group was able to express herself.
Miss Wilson brought together the
ideas of the group in a summary .
Loana Shibles, county 4-H Club
agent, recognized leaders who have
assisted other groups, adult and
4-H Cluhs, with subject matter.
Miss Cooper presented each of these
leaders with a corsage.
Mrs. Verena Anderson. Tenant's
Harbor sang, accompanied by Miss
Bertha McIntosh. Rockland. Miss
McIntosh led group singing.
Separate sessions in the morning
were:
“Organizing Our Farm Bureau
Meetings." led by Mrs. Florence
'.Peck, county chairman from
Nobleboro; Suggestions for 1952
Clothing Program,” led by Mrs.
Gladys Patrick, county clothing
leader from Waldoboro; "Sugges
tions for 1952 Foods Program," led
by Mrs. Gertrude Hupper, countyfoods leader from Tenant's Har
bor; and “Suggestions for 1952

PURITAN PICKLES
FEATURE

* TOP PRICES
* FIELDMEN SERVICE
PLAN NOW!
“Easy to sow . . . easy to
grow . . , Planting time is
very near and this crop will
earn you extra dollars'."

TO SELL YOUR POULTRY FOR
THE BEST RESULTS TO YOU

8.75 PER CWT. J»
4.00 PER CWT. $1.50 PER CWT.

CALL

BERRY BROTHERS

khMiikkiilDif

MAIL THIS COUPON OR CONTACT
NORMAN KENNEY
LIBERTY-, ME.. TEL. 40-11

MORRILL. MAINE
TEL. LIBERTY 41-11, OR LINCOLNVILLE 22-6

Fair Prices, Honest Weight, Immediate Payment

WILLIAM ROBBINS
UNION, ME..
TEL. 12-21

NORMAN ELLIOTT. FREEDOM, ME . TEL. THORNDIKE 11-3
I am interested in obtaining some more information on growing
cucumbers. Please have a fieldman call on me.
NAME .................... ...........................................____ TEL. NO.___________

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

.... NO LOT TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL ....
s-s-«

ROAD ADDRESS ... ........................... *__ ______________
Mail To: MONMOUTH CANNING CO. 263 Foreet Ave.....
PORTLAND. MAINE

Home
Management
Program,”
led by Mrs. Elsa Kigel, county
home management leader from
Warren.
Each group had a recorder who
reported to the group the results
of the separate sessions,
These recorders were as follows:
Chairman. Mrs. Doris Birkett,
Nobleboro; clothing, Mrs. Hazel
MacDonald. Bunker Hill; foods,
Mrs. Phyllis Billings, Damari
scotta; home management, Mrs.
Elvi Hudson, Warren.
Leaders recognized because they
have served other groups as well
as their own were:
Mrs. Gertrude Hupper. Ten
ant’s Harbor, county foods leader;
Mrs. Elsa Kigel, Warren, county
home management leader; Mrs.
Martha Campbell. Warren; Mrs.
Lillian Simonton. Simonton Corner;
Mrs. Georgia Brownell, Hope; Mrs.
Harriet Carroll, North Union.
Mrs, Mary Gurney, Appleton;
Mrs. Lilly Randall, Dresden; Mrs.
Eleanor Perry, Dresden;
Mrs.
Correnne McCobb, Dresden; Mrs.
Doris Souviney, Dresden; Mrs.
Sarah Allen. Dresden: Mrs. Annie
Starr. West Rotkport; Mrs. Sheila
Hart, Appleton; Mrs. Ellen Lud
wig, Hope.
Mrs. Lura Norwood. Hope; Mrs.
Emma Chase. Whitefield; Mrs.
Edna Wotton, Owl’s Head; Mrs.
Eleanor Clark. Thomaston; Miss
Isabelle Young Huntoon Hill; Mrs.
Goud. Dresden; Mrs. Ed. Smith,
Vinalhaven; Mrs. Ella Webel,
Warren; Mrs. Alice Buck. Warren;
Mrs. Clara Leach, Warren; Mrs.
Susie Humason. Aina; Mrs. Rosa
Hutchins, Washington.
A rising vote of thanks was
given.
The county Home Demonstration
Week committee: Mrs. Florence
Peck. Nobleboro; Mrs. Elsa Kigel,
Warren; Mrs. Gladys Patrick,
Waldoboro; Mrs Minerva Small,
Rockland, and Mrs. Helen Gaw,
Boothbay.
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THE RADIO SHOP
517 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 844
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News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-J

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent
Telephone 2214

Mrs. Ada Beattie has returned
home after spending a few days
with her son. S R Keith A Beattie,
who is stationed at Newport. R I.
Pythian Sisters will hold a public
baked bean supper at K P Hall
Saturday from 6 to 7 p m. with a
game party at 7.30.
At a meeting of the Executive
Board of the Knox County Teach
ers' Association, held in the Thom
aston High School building on April
30. the following persons were ap
pointed to the planning committee
for the county convention Clvde
Hatch, principal of the Thomaston
High School: Mrs Ellen Connors.
Rockport. Mrs- Glenice Farmer,
Rockport: Miss Jaco, Rockland:
Edmund Barnard, Rockland: Mr.
Perkins. Warren; Miss Cordelia
Barnard. Camden: Superintendent
Russell, Rockland; Mrs. Evelyn
Brown, Hope Mrs. Clara Kelsey,
South Thomaston: Edmund Gibson,
Union: Royce Miller. Appleton: and
Warren H Pressley, North Haven.
A meeting of this committee to
gether with the Executive Board
will be held in Rockland May 15,
at 4 o'clock.
The Roaring 20's were entertained
Thursday night at the home of Mrs.
Marion Stone. Talbot avenue, Rock
land. Members present were Mrs.
Martha Anderson, Mrs Anne Carnev, Mrs Betty Townsend Mrs
Rachel Johnson, all of this town
and Mrs Lucille Payson of Rock
land. Mrs. Martha Anderson will
entertain the club next time
The meeting of the chairmen,
secretaries and department leaders
of the Farm Bureaus of Knox
County, held Tuesday all day at
the Universalist and Methodist
Churches in Rockland in observ
ance of the local Farm Bureau of
Home Demonstration wed: hhd a
large attendance. Those attend
ing from this town were Mrs. Elea
nor Clark, Mrs Dorothy Jameson.
Mrs Sybil Mills, Mrs Viola Little
field. and Mrs. Mildred Harjula.
The outstanding leaders from the
different counties were honored and
Mrs Eleanor Clark, chairman of
the Thomaston Farm Bureau was
one of those to be honored.
The Eaptist Mission Circle meets
Tuesday, 2 p. m. with Mrs. Lucy
Sillery with Mrs. Nellie Starrett
the speaker. Each member may
invite a guest.
Church

the Young People's meeting under
the direction of Miss Marion Pack
ard. 7 o'clock, evening song service
with Rev. swetnam's message en
titled "The Meaning of Christ In
the Christian Life.” Mission Circle
meets Tuesday 2 p. m. with Mrs
Lucy Sillery. Each member may
invite a guest. Miss Nellie Starrett
will be the tspeaker
Sunday School at 9 45 a. m. at
the Federated Church with morn
ing service 11 o’clock, the subject
"The Gift of the Holy Spirit " An
them. "Spirit of God.' by Atkinson.

Public baked bean supper tonight
at K P Hall from 6 to 7. price 65c
Game party following.
54-lt.

UNION
Mrs. Florence Calderwood

Correspondent
Telephone 10-24
The annual meeting of the Wom
an’s Club will be held May 8 at the
Club rooms.the speaker to be Ella
Webel.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Williams
and .-on Rooert of Frederi.k?burg.
Va., are visiting with relatives in
Union and Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Gleason
are living in the Donald Taylor
house in South Union.
Miss Ruth Haskell of North Dart
mouth, Mass . is a house guest for
a week at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Hodgkins.
Orient Chapter. OES entertained
Friday night with guest officers'
night.
Mr. and Mrs Ben Nichols en
tertains the "63” Saturday night
club
Rev. and Mrs. A I. Oliver spent
Thursday with their son James
and wife in Lewiston.

Connecticut and Pennsylvania
have 'he same State flower: moun
tain laurel

See the latest styles in Furs and
""loth Coats moderate prices, top
quality. at Lucien K Green & Son
1-tf

COMMERCIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY

News

Mass will be celebrated at St
James Catholic Church Sunday at
9 a. m.
There will be no services at St.
John's Episcopal Church while re
decorating the church. SundaySchool will be held from 10 to 11
a. m. at the home of Mrs. Ralph
Cushing.
Sunday School 9 45 a. m. at the
Baptist Church with morning ser
vice 11 o'clock, when R W. Swet
nam's subject will be "The Lord’s
Supper." Holy Communion will
follow after this service. At 6 p. m..

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial.
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

Misses Emma and Ann Alden
arrived Wednesday to open their
home on Harbor Hill for the
Summer months.
Miss Doris Mae Hopkins, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hopkins.
Chestnut street entertained 15
member^of the girls'Tri-Hi-Y Club
at a surpris- shower for Miss Helen
Payson. Wednesday night. The
supper table was decorated in pink
and white and Mrs Harold Wilson,
an aunt of the guest of honor, as
sisted Mrs. Hopkins in serving.
Miss Payson's marriage to Everett
Harding, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Harding, will take place in
June. She is a member of the
graduating class this year from
C HS Mr. Harding was graduated
from the local High School in 1949
Mrs L. E Setter and Mrs. Doro
thy Dalzell entertained at a tea
at the home of Mrs. Dalzell. Tues
day afternoon, in honor of Mrs.
Ethel Gartside of Olden, England,
who is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Harry Thurlow.
Mi-.- Pear! Walden talked to the
members of the Chadavae of the
Chestnut Street Baptist Church
Wednesday night about her last
Summer's visit to California. Mrs.
Lena Richardson. Mrs. Barbara
Haining and Mrs. Winnie Meservey
were the hostesses and had thf
church hall very beautifully deco
rated for a May Day party with
large bouquets of forsythia and
a May Pole, contrived by Mrs.
Richardson, as the centerpiece of
the supper table.
The annual banquet for the La
dies' teams of the Lucky Strike
Bowling Alleys will be held at the
Lobster Found Monday night. May
7. at 6.30 o'clock. The Men's teams
will hold their banquet at Beach
Inn on Friday. May 1. at 6.30.
Charles Massalin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ero Massalin. Mill street, ha;
returned from Washington. D. C.
where he has been a student at
the Hiller School as a preparatory
for entrance into Annapolis Naval
Academy in the Fall. Massalin
will be graduated from Camden
High School this June, also.
Miss Mary Wadsworth of Marble
head, Mass., was a guest of her
uncle and aunt. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Ero
Massalin. last week. Other visi
tors over the weekend were Mr. and
Mr . T. S. Wadsworth and son, Ed
ward. of Marblehead, and Mr. and
Mrs. John Telow and son Sreven
of Fitchburg. Mass
Down on Wall street, the George
H Thomas Fuel Company is build
ing a new office building.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Sidney L. Cullen

DANCE

TEL. 907 or 770

Every Saturday Night

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
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SOUTH CUSHING GRANGE HALL
9.00 TO 12.30

3-S-tf
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RUBINSTEIN CLUB

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

ALAN LADD
goes into action

GAY NINETIES CABARET and
CARD PARTY

as an
egent of

tie U.S.

-UNIVERSALIST CHURCH VESTRY

I

THURSDAY, MAY 10—7.30 P. M.

»«,ji’,

pw,,i>c Q,ill!

ADMISSION 75c PER PERSON

With the announcement fresh in
th? minds of the members and the
friend- of the Littlefield Memo
rial Baptist Church of the attain
ment of the Centennial Campaitn
Fund, the pastor. Rev. John A Bar
ker wili preach at the 10.30 Sun
day morning worship service on
■We Did. We Must. We Will!" The
Sunday school, with classes and
teachers for men and women, boys
and girls, begins at 11.46 and iflfs
a warm welcome for all who attend.
At the Happy Sunday Evening Ser
vice. the 60 singing "minutes with
a message." there will be another
time of fine special music, duets,
trio . and the music of the Hamm nd organ and piano, with the
;asto:'s mes.-age on "Come Before
Winter.” The mid-week service,
with the Bible study in the Book
of Revelation, continues on Tues
day night at 730 with the study of
Revelation 13:11-18 Growing in atrendance and inspiration, these
Tuesday night services are meet
ing a tremendous response from
(Continued from Page One)
whose leading cit zens are so casu- men and women who want to knowp.lly friendly to a comparative new more of this wonderful Book. Wed
comer. is a nice city to live in, and nesday night at 7 the Ladies’ Aid
I like the warmhearted spirit of will meet at the home of Mrs.
good fellowship it demonstrates. Margaret Gregory. Glen Cove, with
Of course I’ve been called a num Mr-. Gregory and Mrs. Dagmar
ber of less flattering things in my Moran as co-hostesses. There will
time 11 should hate to get Presiden* be an important meeting of the
■ p committee of Troop 203. Wed
Truman down on me) and I’ve got
nesday
at 7.30. Pioneer Girls, Pil
a couple of other titles I’m proud
of. One of them is "Pop" and the grim group, will meet in the ves
other is ' Grandpa." For 26 years I try Friday at 4• p.• •m•
was "Sir'd" to repletion in the Naw
At the Congrefgational Church.
and on me sh'p where the senior Rev. Charles R Monteith, pastor:
medical officer was unofficially Morning worship at 10.45, with the
known as “Medico," somebody ixth sermon in the series "Re
started calling me "Pebeco’’ and it ligion At the Hearthside" being
was a welcome relief.
Preparation For Marriage." Church
We all have our little lessons in -ch 1 classes for those in third
subtle flattery of informality. Mine grade and over at 9 45, and for
came aboard ship when I noted those younger at 1030. Old Tes
that one of the officers in our mess tament Class at 7.30 at the parson
was always carefully addressed by age. Appointments for the week
his military title whenever spoken include: Den Chiefs meet at 6.30 on
to. He was a bit of a snob, this lad, Monday. Troop 206 me?ts at 7;
and when I questioned a brother Wednesday the Women's Associa
officer to inquire why everybody tion meets at 3 for its monthly
was so polite to him, mj' friend's meeting postponed from this past
reply enlightened me considerably week: Odds and Ends meet at the
"You can't let your hair down with church on Thursday.
• • • •
that b rd.” he said, “he wouldn’t
understand it.”
Rev. Curtis L. Stanley, former
Well, I do understand and .it pa tor of the Nazarene Church.
makes me feel as if I belonged, to Maverick Square, will speak at that
the fraternity of friendliness. Had Church at 2.30 and 7.30 Sunday,
assisted by the pastor. Rev. Edwin
been adopted, so to speak.
There are mistakes of course. L. Ryan.
• • • •
Once at the Hotel Astor in NewAt
the
Universalist
Church, Rev.
York, I stood, correctly garbed in
Douglas H. Robbins, minister of
my Naval uniform, by the desk,
when a stunning-looking, but some i the First Universalist Church in
Augusta, will conduct the morning
what confused blonde hurried up
service
of worship beginning at 11
and passed me a couple of trunk
checks. 'I am in rocm 517," she o’clock, and preach the sermon, in
exchange with Dr. Lowe, who will
said "Will you see that my trunks
are gotten down and get me a preach in the Augusta Church. Kin
dergarten department for younger
taxi I want to go to the Penn
children meets during the service of
station." Who or what she took
worship. Church School for older
me for. I don't know—probably a
classes meets at 10 a. m. The
bellboy or a porter—but did I carry
U.C.Y. meets at the Universalist
out her order? I certainly did. I
got a porter, got her trunks down, Church 6 p. m• • • •
put her in a taxi and then kissed
At the Pratt Memorial Metho
her goodbye. I’ve often wondered dist Church, Merle S. Conant
since what she thought about it minister. The Sunday morn ng
allworship service will be held at
So it goes. I'm glad to be even a 10.30. Mr. Conant will preach on
temporary resident of such a the theme "I Have Given You a::
friendly city as Rockland, but the Example." Roger Dow will play
day I walk down the street and am "Larghetto, 6th Organ Concerto'
greeted with a wolf whistle that’s by Handel; "The Heavenly Dove’
the day I shall commence to think by Landon, "Postlude” by Ash
of moving.
G. H. Reed.
ford. The choir will sing the an
them "Father Divine" by Handel.
Honduras will import in ectl- Mr. Pavone wil lpresent as his
cides for sale at cost to cotton morning solo “ Bless This House
farmers.

Friendly City

Saturday: 2.00—6.30—9.00
Sunday: 3.0C—7.00—9.00
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Weekdays: 2.00—7.00—9.00

SATURDAY ONLY, MAY 5
SATURDAY IS CASH NIGHT
120 Reason To Attend 120

SUNDAY, MONDAY

.Mark

AND TUESDAY

Stevens, Gale Storm

“Between Midnight
and Dawn”

The funniest bock to come out of the war... now a
hilarious motion picture!

East Union Pavilion
SATURDAY. MAY 12
MOODY'S ORCHESTRA

Plus

Chap. 14, Cody, Pony Express
SATURDAY MATINEE ONLY
THROUGH SPONSORSHIP
OF P. T. A.
Mark Stevens, Coleen Grav

Thrills galore
as Ladd keeps
his dangerloaded ap
pointments
with two
women!

“Sand”
In Glorious Technicolor

Also—Latest Issue

DAVID WAYHEa'vfe'TOM EWELLuW
MARINA BERTI • JEFFREY LYNN • RICHARD EGAN

Sunday: 3.00 to 10.45.

OPENING
DANCE

ROY ROGERS

“Trail Of Robin
Hood”

w
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iContinued from Page Five)
will provide the required detail
You also need to know what water
is available to your farm and how
it is made available through the
irrigation season
The methods you use to apply
water must fit your land. Also, they
must fit the crops you wish to Irri
gate Finally, they must fit the
water supply available to you.
Your farm irrigation distribution
system must be designed to get
enough water to all parts of the
farm when needed. It should be
provide for the safe disposal of any
waste water.
Your fields must be prepared so
the water can be applied with
maximum efficiency. You may need
to level some land. Adjust the
size of water streams so that they
will not cause erosion but will ap
ply just enough water to satisfy
crop demands. Where there is al
kali in the water, you may need
special methods to prevent its con
centration in the plant root zone

CAMDEN THEATRE

A Dessert Served Promptly at 7.30

SowpUr hr S7M1£» «CSiH • Potest b, UZHK ;

To Hold Public Rally

Soil Conservation

"THIS IS AMERICA”
ENDS SATURDAY

GENE TIERNEY
JOHN LUND

“THE MATING SEASON"

A Not To Be Forgotten Story
Of the Marines

“Halls of
Montezuma”
Color by Technicolor

Monday-Tuesday: 2.00—6.40—8.45.

TODAY: “INSIDE STRAIGHT"—David Brian

SUN.-MON., MAY 6-7
RICHARD WTDMARK
REGINALD GARDINER

TUESDAY ONLY. MAY’ 8

|Sun.. Continuous 3.90-10.45 P. Ml
Monday, 2.00—6.10—8.15

WALDO ™E
WALDOBORO—TFL. 100
Every Evening at 8.90. Matinee*
•iaturdav at 2.09. Sunday at 3.00

SATURDAY, MAY 5
Double Feature
John Barrymore, Jr., with
Chill Wills, Lois Butler in
"HIGH LONESOME"
In Technicolor

The Youth Fellowship will be '.he
guests of Father Goudreau of S int
Bernards at 5 o’clock. Father Gouareau will conduct them through
'he Church explaining the mean
ing of some of the beliefs and prac
tices of his Church. The Boy Scouts
will meet in the vestry on Monday
night at 633. Harold Whitehil
will direct th? even ng pr'gram
The prayer and discussion group
will meet a: the parsonage on
Tuesday night at 7.30. The Maine
Conference will be in session from
May 9-13 in the Wesley Methodist
Church at Bath. Some of the na
tionally known speakers will be:
Bishop John Wesley Lord of Bos
ton; Mrs. H. W. Detwiler. Camden
N. J., Dr George A. Fallon ot
Worcester, Mass.; Bishop Newel
Booth, Africa; Dr. Harry Holmes
New York; and Dr. Leo Rippy o!
Nashville, Tenn. The sessions are
open :o all who desire to attend.
The Jun.or Choir will rehearse on
Saturday afternoon at 1 o'clock
The members of the sen or choir
will meet in the vestry at 7 o'clock
for their weekly rehearsal.

Pastor Of Calvary Church In
New York To Speak At
First Baptist Church

ROCKPORT
MRS VILLA STEVENS
Correspondent
Tel. Camden 2623

Evelyn Milliken of Camden was
dinner guest of her sister, Mrs.
Henry Dodgefi, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wooster
returned from Florida last Satur
day and called at Mrs. Charles
Wooster's on their way to Bangor.
Mr and Mrs. Alden Dow cele
brated their 15th anniversary Sun
day by taking a group of young
folks to the double-header ballgame in Boston. Those making
the trip with them were: Lorraine
and Dennis Dow. Harland Robin
son, Richard Cash and Ned Berry.
Rev. John 8. Wimbish
The Brownies will meet at the
school
building Tuesday afternoon
The Conservative Baptist Fellow
with Mrs. Ruth Graffam and Mrs.
ship, a national Baptist organizaViola Spear leaders,
tion, is to hold a public rally at There wil,
a olr, gcout Troop
the First Baptist Church on Friday committee meeting at the home
evening. May 11. Tfie principal of Mrs. Marion Cash tonight at
speaker will be the Rev. John S "30
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Clough
Wimbish. pastor of the Calvary
and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond SimonBaptist Church of New York City. I ton were in Portland Thursday.
With him will be a veteran missionDottie Jean and Edna Dow celeary from India, the Rev Fred Kurz. , orated their respective birthdays
The Rev Stanley Gavitt, assistant recently with a party. Those enpastor of the First Baptist Church 1 tering into the spirit of the affair
of Portland will be the chairman were: Susan and Carol Gcodridge.
of the rally There will be a supper Linda Spear, Linda Whitney, Shirley Marshall, Norma Heath. Ellen
fellowship at 6 o’clock.
John Summerfield Wimbish was McPheters. Allene Watts, Charlie
born on June 19. 1915. in Macon. Dow, Jr., and Mrs. Lucie Dew.
Georgia, where he received his Many lovely gifts were received and
grade and high school education, games were enjoyed by all. ReHe then trained in the National, freshments of ice cream, cake and
Cash Register for their field of spe- ■ punch were served.
cialized selling and represented
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Daucette
them throughout the state of Ten- , are visiting their daughter and
nessee until 1939 when he was son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Chesley
called of the Lord into the gospel Emery, in Providence, R.I.
ministry.
Mrs. Alta W. Noble, Knox County
Mr. Wimbish entered the Moody Commander, The Maine Cancer
Bible Institute of Chicago to pre- Society. Inc., has announced that
pare himself for the full-time ser-! 'he Cancer Drive will run another
service of his lx>rd, graduating in : two weeks, closing May 19.
1943 He accepted his first pastorThere will be a card party to
ate, the Avondale Baptist Church benefit the Rockport Health Coun
in Macon. Georgia, and began the
held in the Shepard Block, over
“Old Family Bible Broadcast,” a the First National Store Monday
daily radio ministry which was car night at 8 o’clock. A variety of
ried on a network of 14 stations, games will be played.
Church News
including shortwave outlets. During
At the Rockport Baptist Church,
this time he also furthered his
Morning Worship will be at 10.46
training at Mercer University.
In January. 1946. he began his a. m. with Rev. C. W Small's topic
work as Pastor of historic First "What Every Christian Should
Baptist Church in Edgefield, South j Know." Church School for all ages
Carolina, formerly pastored by Dr.' at 11.45 a. m. At 3 p. m. there will
Robert G. Lee. president of the j be Baptismal Service. This week
Southern Baptist Convention.
I the young people will meet at West
In June of 1950, he began his i Rockport at 6 p. m. followed by the
ministry at Calvary Baptist Church, Evangelistic service. Prayer meetrhe "Cathedral of Evangelism,' in ing and Bible Study will be Thursthe heart of New York City. The day at 7 p. m. A cordial welcome
Sunday morning and evening ser- i to all.
vices of that century-old strongDivine Worship in the Metho
hold of the Faith are broadcast dist Church will be at 9.46 a. m.
throughout the northeastern part of followed by Sunday School at 10.45
our nation. Canada and Newfound a. m. The Youth Fellowship will
land. and hold a potential listening meet as usual in the evening.
Those attending the District
audience of millions.
Youth Fellowship meeting in Rock
land Thursday night were: Eleanor
Grange Corner
Auspland. Carolyn and Doris Rich
(Continued from Page Five)
ards, Phyllis and Howard Simon
ent. Warren Lecturer Doris Jen ton. and Patricia Wentworth.
kins presented a fine program.
Flower committee at the MethoA benefit supper is being held at: dist Church Sunday will be Mrs.
the Grange Hall today for Effie Dorothy Sprague, Miss Marion
Hoyt. Serving starts at 5 p. m.
Upham and Mrs. Willa Stevens.
Seven Tree Grange
A Yugoslavian firm will make
Nine candidates received the I
electric trucks to run 37 miles on
First and Third degrees at the last
one battery charge.
meeting. Reinstatements were Mr.
and Mrs. William Gleason. Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Doughty, Mr. and
Mrs Willard Howard and Holman
Robbins.
High Priest of Demeter E. Carroll
Beane spoke on area schools and
National Ceres Mrs. Grace Bean Children's, Red or Blue .... $2.65
Misses’, Red or Blue ......... 2.79
spoke on Grange affairs.
Acorn Grange ladies’ degTee team Youths’, Black, Brown or
Blue ...................... 2.79 to 2.89
of Cushing will confer the Third :
and Fourth Degrees on 17 candi Women's Blue. Three Tans,
White
................................ 2.79
dates at the meeting of May 9
Blue with Heels .................... 2.60
State Lecturer Lottie York is exA
Women's High Sneakers . .. 3.29
pected to be present.

At the South Thomaston Methodis Church. Merle S. Conant
minister. The Sunday even ng wor
ship service will be held at 7
o'clock Mr. Conant will preach on
the subject "I Have Given You an
Example." The Official Board wil.
meet in the church at 8 o’clock. Al.
trustee-, stewards and heads of the
organization are asked to be presen:. The pastor will ask for re
ports from the Sesretary, trea
surer and any necessary bus.nes
will be considered.
At the First Baptist Church Rev
J. Charles MacDonald will take
as his subject in tile 10.30 service
Two Glimpses of Jesus." The
Communion Service will follow the
sermon. Prayer meetings will be
held a' 10.15. Provision is made in
the nursery for the care of smal
children during the morning ser
vice. The Church School will have
classes for all age groups at no:n
The time of the evening servee'
for the Summer season will be 15
minutes later. The Ambassadors
for Christ will meet at 6.15 with
Millard Hart leading the oldei
group in the vestry, and the Inter
mediates meeting up-stairs with
Alice Chaples and Sherrill Harding
conducting a candlelight ser.i.e
The prayer group will meet at 7.15
and the evening service will open
a: 7.30 with the mymn-sing and
choir and instrumental music. Mr
MacDonald will give the same ser
mon which he gave 23 years ago
when he first came to Rockland
and the subject will be "At What
Are You Looking?" The prayer and
praise meeting will be held on
Tuesday at 7.30, and the Women's
Mission Circle will meet Wednes
day' afternoon a: 2.30. A Conserva
tive Eaptist Fellowship rally wil!
be held at the church on Friday.
• • • •
■Everlasting Punishment" is the
subject of
the Lesson-Sermon
which will be read in all Churches
of Christ, Scientist on Sunday. The
Golden Text is from Ezekiel (Ezek
iel 18:30) "Repent, and turn your-elves Sunday from all transgres
sions, so iniquity shall not be your
ruin." Church services Sunday at
10.30 a. m.. and Sunday School at
11.45. Wednesday night sendee at
7.30.
• • • •
Listen to Billy Graham Sunday
at 3.30 p m. on Station WLAW
To hear him once is to want te
again. He has a message for All
• • • •
At St. Bernard's Church Sunday
services are at 8 and 11 a. m. Daily
Mass is at 7.15 and Confession Sat
urdays at 3.30 and 7 p. m. SundayMass is at 9 a. m. at St. James
Boys', Black. Blue or Brown 3.10
Church, Thomaston and at 9.33 at
Mt. Pleasant Grange
Men's, Black or Blue ........ 3.29
the Church of Our Lady of Good
Elvira Hudson, Charles and Percy
Men’s Brown .......................... 2.98
Hope. Camden.
Porter received the Third and
• • • •
Fourth Degrees at the last meeting
MEN'S SPORT SNEAKERS
The Reorganized Church of Je
Master Earl Tolman will present I
$4.50
sus Christ of Latter Day Saints will
the attendance cup to Weymouth
hold services at Grand Army Hal
Close-Out Lots of
Grange of Thomaston on Monday.
every Sunday. May 6th Church
BOYS' SNEAKERS
Pioneer and South Hope tied for
School io a. m, the Sacrament ot
$1.76 to $2.36
second place.
the Lords Supper 11 a. m.
Close-Out
Medomak Y’alley Grange
• • • •
The services at the United Pen
Ten members attended Mt. Pleas CHILDREN'S CANVAS SHOES
Sizes 13 to 2%
tecostal Church 85 South Main ant Grange Monday evening and a ,
street, John L. Howe, Sr., pastor large delegation was present at the
99c
are: Sunday School, 1 p. m., after 75th observance of Pioneer at East
noon worship service 230. Sunday- Union last week.
evening service 7.30 p. m. Tuesday
The next regular meeting is Mon
young people’s service 730 p. m. day.
Thursday prayer meeting. 730 p. m.
PASCAL AVENUE
Sweden has 10) tons of rein
Everybody welcome.
ROCKPORT, MAINE
deer meat awaiting shipment to
52-54
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette Britain.

BALL BRAND
SNEAKERS

Enos E. Ingraham
Company

Also on the program

“CUBAN FIREBALL"
With Estellita Rodriguez

SUNDAY AND MONDAY'
MAY 6-7
Spencer Tracy, Elizabeth Taylor
Joan Bennett in
“FATHER'S LITTLE
DIYTDEND”
TUES.-WED -THURS.

“Three Husbands”

MAY’ 8-9-10
Irene Dunne, Alec Guinness in

EVE ARDEN

“THE MUDLARK"

TONIGHT
Grand Opening Dance

CLOSED

LAKEHURST

We Will Be Closed
Monday Evenings.

DAMARISCOTTA

Lloyd Rafnell and his
Orchestra
Admission 75c, tax inc.
AMPLE PARKING

1

TUE

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED

COFFEE HOUSE

Write or Telephone
1044 or 770

THOMASTON, MAINE

The Courier-Gazette
63-aw
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BRITTON-SHEAR

AYER-WALLACE NUPTIALS

VINALHAVEN

April 20. Miss Nancy Jane Spear,
daughter of Captain Tyler W.
Spear. US N and Mrs Spear, of
Jacksonville, Florida, was married
to Second Lieut. Thomas Nelson
Britton. Jr., U. S. Army
The bride is a senior at the Uni
versity of Alabama in Tu calcosa.
Lieut. Britton graduated from
'he University of Alabama. He is
attached to the Fourth Division at
Fort Benning, Ga . which has been
alerted for duty in General Dwight
D Eisenhower’s command in Eu
rope.

MRS. At.I.TF. LANE
Correspondent
Telephone 8*

The Rockland Women’s Club will I
Mrs. Marguerite Brackett and
daughter Barbara have returned hold its annual banquet Monday
home, after spending the Winter night at 7 o'clock at Robin Hili;
Lodge. Anyone desiring transporta
in New York.
tion please notify Mrs. Alma Dow.
Mrs. James F. Burgess enter
tained the Wednesday Night Club
Mrs. David Holden was honoree
this week at her home for dessert, at a stork shower Wednesday night
followed by bridge. Prizes in auc at the home of Mrs Bichard Suite'
tion were won by Mrs. Louis B forth, Warren street. Mrs. Holden
Cook, Mrs. John M. Richardson received many lovely gifts which
and Mrs. Ray A Foley. Mrs. Foley were presented in a decorated bas
also won the traveling prize.
ket. Refreshments were served. In

The weekly Church N'ght meet
ing was held Wednesday night at
Union Church vestry, under the di
rection of the board of trustees with
Harvard Burgess anud Harold Arey
in charge. Mr Burgess acted as
leader of the meeting which opened
with singing of hymns by the con
gregation, followed by prayer by
Rev. W S Stackhouse; Solo. "His
Eye Is On The Sparrow.’' Mrs.
Elizabeth Earle; hymn, congrega
tion; duet. "Back Of the Clouds"
Ruth Mayhew Tent. D.U.V. wil; vited guests were: Mrs. Manuel
Mrs Louise Anderson and Harry
Winchenbach,
Mis.
We.-ton
Gam

meet Monday night and observe
Coombs.
Hymn, congregation.
Mother’s Day with a program ar age, Mrs. Austin Nelson, Mrs. Wil
Rev. Wendell Knox then shewed
liam
Davis,
Mrs.
James
Harding,
ranged by Mrs. Ada Payson. Pa
the folio" ing beautiful colored pic
triotic Instructor. Members bring Mrs. Donald Borgerson, Mrs. Lau
ture reproductions of paint, ngs by
rence
Perry,
Mis.
Percy
Spurling.
gifts for the Togus box, please.
Warren Salimin. "His Father's
Mrs. Lizzie French and Mrs. Lina Mrs. Aimo Sulin, Mrs. Donalo
World," "Head of Christ.” "Christ,
Clark,
Mrs.
Charles
Perry.
Mrs.;
Carroll are chairmen of the after
the Good Shepherd." “In GethseCarl Nelson, Mrs. John Parson i
noon party.
mane." "Christ at the Door." and
Mrs. Dale Lindsey, Mrs. Ignatius'
gave an inspiring and impressive
The Albert H. Newbert Associa Gac, Mrs. Richard Ames, Mrs. Altalk on each. Benediction by Rev.
tion will meet Tuesday at Masonic I den Perry, Mrs. Charles W. Car-1
W S. Stackhouse. A social hour
Temple. Supper will be server at \er, Mrs. Oliver Holden, Mrs.
folowed and refreshments were
6.30. The housekeepers will be Mrs. ! Charles B
Carter, Miss Greta J
served. Next Wednesday night, the
Frank Maxey, Mrs. Wa ter Dim Nelson, Miss Mary Eagen, Mrs.
annual business meeting of the
ick, Mr.-. Carl Morse and Mrs. H. Joseph Couhig, Mrs. Charles McIn
church
will be held
P. Blodgett. Note change of day.
tosh, Mrs. Roland Sukeforth, Mrs
Mrs. Louise Chilles is guest of
Orrin Wotton. Mrs. Eenjamin Retd
Mrs. David Holden and daugh
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Evelyn PatMrs. Carl Reed. Jr.. Mrs. Knott
ter Patricia Jane are visit ng he:
j rick at Rockland.
R,.nkin, Mrs. Iora Ripley, Mrs
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Suke
Harry Levensaler, Mrs. Howard E.
Mrs. Helen Arev went Monday
forth, James street. They left Et
Crozier, Mrs. Guy Do glas. Mrs.
| to Kent’s Hill, where she will visit
Paso, Texas Sunday by plane ar
Ardrey Orff and Mrs. Earl Suke
her sister, Miss Laura Sanborn
riving in Portland on Monday
forth, Jr. of Rockland. Mrs. Leland
Miss Greta Skoog has returned
where they were met by Mrs.
Moran, Thomaston, Mrs. Erainfrom Waukesha. Wis.. where she
Sukeforth and Mrs. Oliver Holden.
Pvt. and Mrs. Ralph F. Ayers (Miss Margaret E. Wallace)
ard Paul and Mrs. Walter Suke
was employed for several months.
Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Unit, forth, Waldoboro, Mrs. Norman
Miss Margaret E. Wallace of couple spent their honeymoon in Enroute she visited her sister, Mrs.
No. 1, American Legion Auxiliary Stinson, Mrs. George Dyer, Mrs Rockland and Pvt. Ralph F. Columbia, S C. The bride returned Gloria Parker at Whitinsville.
will meet Tuesday night at 7.30 at Waiter Ross, Mirs. Carl Reed. Ayers of Camden were married home Wednesday and will make Mass.
the Legion Home. Officers for the Mrs. w. Paul Seavey and Mrs. Pe April 2! at 4 o’clock in the Chapel her home for the present w’ith her
Richard Hammond of Lewis ton.
coming year, will be elected, also ter Reed. Owls Head, Mrs. Eari at Port Jackson. S. C. Rev. George parents.
A. R Moore of Portland and O E.
delegates and alternates to the De. Sukeforth. Eelfasi, Mrs. Frank Tidwell, chaplain, performed the
Mrs. Ayers is the daughter of House of Kent’s Hill have beer,
partment convention in Bangor in Manning and Mrs. Frank Tibbetts double-ring ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Wallace, guests this week at the Millers.
of Camden.
June.
Rehearsals are now in progress
The bride wore a navy blue 93 Park street, Rockland. She
street-length dress with lilac ac graduated from Rockland High for the musical comedy "Fiesta"
cessories and orchid coisage. Sgt. School in 1949 and is employed in which is to be presented by The
Island Players in the near future.
and Mrs. Earl Holley of Gulfport, the office of J. J. Newberry Co.
mittee.
(Continued from Page One)
Miss., attended the couple. Mrs.
Pvt. Ayers is the son of Mr. and The script was written by Mrs
Members of the committee mov- ! Holley wore a white suit with lilac Mrs. George H. Ayers, 19 Belmont Margaret Hood.
they will be more than glad lo ado
ing the project ahead are, Christy | accessories and corsage of pink avenue, Camden. He graduated
Mrs. Minnie Smith, who has been
to the fleet of trucks engaged in
Adams, Roy Estes, David Bicknell.' carnations.
from Camden High School in 1948 spending the Winter in Boston
the community project.
with her sister, Mis. Alice Strick
The bridegroom’s mother, who and is servng in the U S. Army.
City Manager
Frederick D. Everett Spear and Ralph Cowan
Weddng guests were Maine boys land and niece Miss Ethelyn
Farnsworth has agreed to serve as plus co-chairmen Hartson ana accompanied the bride to South
Carolina, wore a brown suit with stationed at Fort Jackson. Pvt. Strickland, has returned to her
engineer of the project while civil Bicknell.
This group has met severa) brown accessories and corsage of Harville Crockett. Warren; Pvt. home here. She was accompanied
engineer Franklin Woud his al
Merle Hafford and Pvt. Kenneth by Miss Strickland.
ready surveyed the site of the times in the past three months yellow roses.
Mrs Josephine Clayter was hosFolio • ing the ceremony a wed Levant. Thomaston; Pvt Richard
memorial on Public Landing, both with city officals, engineers and
te.s
to the Night Hawks Wednesday
contractors
as
well
as
those
who
ding
supper
was
given
at
Ship
Jellison,
Rockland;
Pvt.
William
donating theii time.
already donated equipment and Ahoy Inn. A large bouquet of roses Black. Tenant's Harbor and Mr. night for lunch and a delightful
Many Workers, Trucks Needed
Due to illness this week the
materials.
and a handsome bride's cake and Mrs. Charles Hafford of social evening, passed with various
Many o her trucks and workers
Childrens Corner Stcry has been
The sum needed for construc graced the bride's table.
kinds
of
handiwork.
The Thomaston.
will be needed as the project grows tion is a small one and with a
Mrs. Leah Snowman is visiting omitted but we are pleased to an*
Volunteers may call the Rcckhna good response can be obtained
her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. nounce the prize winners for this
Chamber of Commerce and leave through the collection boxes in •he memorial, working closely with funds. A little from everyone will j and Mrs. Robert Perkins at Spring- week’s contest as follows: First
their names and information on stores and private contributions 'he Junior Chamber of Commerce make the lead 1 gilt for all.
field, Mass.
and the clergy.
the trucks or individual services during the next 10 days.
The Night Cappers were enter
they wish to contribute. If the re
To Be Public Center
tained Wednesday night at The
Ready
When
Funds
In
sponse is as great as anticipated
The Memorial Pier will also be
Jacquelyn Kaler. daughter of Mr Moors” by Mrs. Linnie Smith
Once the needed funds are in
no one firm or person will have
the center of activities at the Fes and Mrs. Elmer K ler. 534 Old Lunch was served and the evening
the
Jaycees
can
move
ahead
with
to give any great amount of time
County road, had a birthday party passed with cards, honors being
It will be a case of many hands the project which can be comple tival and will be the site of the
ted
during
June.
With
the
funds,
colorful Court of the Sea which wil) Wednesday afternoon. It was a won by Miss Doris Skoog and Mrs
making a big job easy.
they can call in their volunteers be held both Saturday and Sunday "western" party and all the guests Isabelle Osgood. Misses Greta and
$1,500 To Be Raised
attended in "Cowboy costumes.' Doris Skoog were special guests.
who are already on the lists, plus afternoons August 4 and 5.
s.naF
In addiion to donated labor ana those who come forward with an
Mrs. William Adair is a surgi
Gen ral chairmen Hartson ana Prize winners in the various game
g tags
mechanized
equipment,
there offer of help in the next 10 days Bicknell stated today that the were; Ercel Sawyer, Joan White. cal patient at Knox Hospital,
n 003
is a need for funds to purcha'e a and get the project underway.
S' DQB’’
names of con ributors of mechan Betty Williamson. Joan Hud'on j Ro k'and.
The
Willing
Workers
met
Wedmacadam, hot top surface for the
Joan
St.
Peter.
Janice
Mclntcsh
ized equipment and those of di
On Public Landing Hillside
pier, much the same as is now on
rect doners to the Maine Fisher Penelope Kaler. D borah Levinthal nesday at the L.DjS. Church. A
Location
of
the
Maine
Fisher

Main street. To raise the'e funds,
men's Memorial Pier Fund will be Linda Dan.e’.s, Acele Grossman quilt, was tied, and other sewing
the Jaycees are today distributing men's Memorial Pier will be cn thc published in The Courier-Gazette Linda Ladd. Cu door games were done. In henor of her birthday,
colleciion boxes in Rocklar.d ana western side of the Public Land during the 10-day campaign.
enjoyed and refre.-hments were Mrs. Mauve Morang of Camden
the several coastal communities ing at the base of the hillside;
served in the gay birthday manner was special gue;t and a deicious
facing the sea.
Everyone's Help Needed
nearby.
Guests were. Betty Williamson birthday cake added to the dinner
Donations may be made to any Joan White. Joan St. Peter, free menu anc Mr Morang received
Seale Model In Gregory's
Donation Boxes In Stores
Chapin Class, Universalist Chprch
A scale model of the memor al. member of ihe Junior Chamber oi Sawyer, Don Kaler, Penelope Ka cards and gi t
All stores wil have one or more
brought in the following items
Commerce or may be left at the ler, A'een and Janet Kaler, Joan
Marguerite
Chapter
O.E.S.,
is
ob

done
by
artist
Edgar
Crockett
is
of the boxes which are ea ily
office of Ihe Courier-Gazette oi Hudson, Linda Daniels, Lindt; serving Past Matrons' and Patrons’ which they made at the last reguidentified as they carry a picture now on display in the show win
the Rockland Chamb.r of Com Ladd. Donna imallwood. D.borah Night at its regular meeting, Mon ’ar meeting: 25 napkins and tray
dows
of
Gregory
’
s
men's
clothing
of the Maine Fishermen's Mem; rial
merce in the Community Building Levinthal, Adele Grossman, Janice day, May 7. Each member attend- cloths; 27 small sheets. One large
store.
The
model
is
skillfully
done
Pier as proposed and a placard
The project is one which is go McIntosh, Ann Peterson, Marianne ng is requested to bring a May- sheet was donated for the hospital
attached which tells of the project. and shows in detail the entire me
to use as they saw fit.
ing to require the assistance oi Wood. Miss Jacqueline was the re basket.
morial.
The
model
is
complete
Pennies, nickels and dimes will
—KCOH—
everyone in the coas'al area in cipient of many fine gifts.
At
Union
Church
Sunday,
May
6.
even
to
a
scale
model
of
the
an

build the fund of $1,500 which is
Donna Haskell, 84 Talbot avenue,
either materials, equipment or
the Church School will meet at 10
chor
which
has
been
carved
by
needed to complete the project.
Mrs. Katherine Smith of Vinal
m. Morning preaching service brought in some very pretty little
Heading the entire project are Donald Brackett, Rockland woaa
haven and Boston, recently spent at 11 o'c’ock when the pastor. Rev May baskets for the children on
carver.
The
model
project
was
co-chairmen William Bicknell ana
several days with Mr. and Mrs. W. S Stackhouse will take as the May Day. There were several
John Hartson, Robert Anderson completed with the co-operation ot
Ardie Johnson, Otis street.
ubject of his sermon "The Church youngsters in Pediatrics at the time,
the
W
H.
Glover
Company.
and President-elect Perry Marge
We
Ought To Have.” Miss Lea and each one was delighted with
son head the fund raising comDedicate During Festival
Recent guests of Mrs. Cora Sher
Blanche Edgar, missionary from Donna's gift.
The pier will be dedicated on
man, Fulton str.et weTe Mrs. Ka h.
—KCOHHangchow, East China, will be the
Sunday Aug. 5, at the height ol
erine Smith of Vinalhaven and
Grace Wall and Susie Smith of
speaker at the evening service at
the Maine Lobster & Seafoods
Boston, Miss Gertrude Smith of
Rockland made a very pretty scrap
7 o'clock.
EN J O Y
Tenants Harbor, Mrs. Theresa
Festival. Church dignitaries of the
Miss Edith Grimes is guest of book to be used for children while
faiths of the men of the Maine;
Parkinson of Eelment, Mrs. Mary
waiting for their parents, who
j Towle of Camden. Mrs. Clara Lym. her niece, Mrs. Bradford Pohaska,
coast who have lost their lives at
might be visiting a sick patient.
:
at
Manchester,
Conn.
| burner of Thomaston, Mrs. Ardie
sea will conduct the memorial ser
_____________________________
There were many colorful pictures—
vices and the dedication of the
Johnson and Miss Carol Elwell of
j which the youngsters will enjoy.
memorial.
Rockland.
—KCOH—
Festival officials plan fitting
Following the firemen's banquet
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Perry who
ceremonies for the dedication ol .
J the hospital people were able to enhave been stopping at The Thorn
, joy a part of the celebration too.
dike Hotel since Mrs. Perry frac
See
the
latest
styles
in
Furs
and
ICE CREAM
A PRECIOUS GIFT FOR
for a large bouquet of flowers was
Cloth Coats, moderate prices, top
tured one of her arms, returned to
quality, at Lucien K. Green & Son.
! sent to the Hospital, for the pa
their home in South Warren Sat
1-tf
tients.
urday.

FISHERMEN’S MEMORIAL

Social Matters

tfeawKq...

MOTHER’S DAY

OPENING MONDAY

THE JON-ULL STUDIO

572 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. MAINE

JOEL B TOOTILL' Prop.

In Nairobi, Kenya. only 700 out
of 1000 applicants passed driv
ing tests.

BRAND NEW

FOURTH EDITION

Fcr social items in The Courier
’ Gazette Phone 1044. Cltv
tf

Over 200 Pages.
Some 300 Steamboat Picture*.

PHOTOSTATS, DEVELOPING, PRINTING

Tops in

Postage prepaid or

will be sent

C. O. D.

HEARING AIDS
the Maker* of World-Farrou* Zeni‘h
Radios, FM and Television Sets
Headband and Bone Conduction Device®
Available at Moderate Extra Coat
By

John M. Richardson

You Are Cordially Invited to Visit the Jon-Till Anytime.

PHONES 1044 or 770
Available Courier-Gazette Office

You Will Always Be Welcome.

ROCKLAND. MAINE

28-tf

PHONE 543 FOR APPOINTMENT

surprise her with the tiny new
Zenith "Royal” or extra-power
ful "Super-Royal" Hearing Aid.
Take it with you—Zenith Aids
are ready-to-wear! 10-day return
privilege.

- KCOH

Captain N. W. Bard, Spruce
j Head, sent in Harper and Atlantic
l magazines.
- KCC.H -

Mrs. Verna Little. R. N.. general
i duty nurse on Floor 1 had her two
I

MRS

House-Sherman, Inc.
ROCKLAND, ME.
442 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 711

51-S-tf

HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK CO.
408 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.

M-U&M

ROBERT CREAMER
Correspondent

Telephone 240

The Charles C. Lilly Po6t, A. L.,
No. 149 and the Auxiliary held intallation of officers Wednesday
night. May 2 at the Legion Hall on
Marble avenue. Installing officer
for the Legion was James Wood
assisted by Flores Wellman as Sgt at-Arms
The following officers
ere installed: Commander. Breen
L. Guilbault: 1st Vice Commander,
Ralph W. Jackson; 2d Vice Com
mander. Ralph H. Hoffses; adju
tant, Ralph W Jackson; Finance
Stanley Waltz: Chaplain. Arthur
Chute Service, A. D. Gray; Sgtat-Arms. Leland Orff.
The installing officer for the
Auxiliary was Mrs. Mary Wellman,
assisted by Mrs Palmina DiNapoli
as Sgt-at-Arms, who installed the
following officers: President, Josie
Wood; 1st Vice President, Mar
guerite Orff: 2d Vice President,
Madeline Jackson; Junior Vice,
Rena Chisam: Sgt.-at-Arms, Elsa
Orff: Chaplain. Gwendolyn Prior;
Historian. Marjorie Dickson; Trea
surer. Lillian Vannah; Secretary,
Alice Hanrahan.
The Waldoboro Athletic Associa
tion will hold a meeting at the High
School Sunday, May 6 at 2.30 p. m.
All interested persons are requested
to attend.
Robert Hanrahan, who has em
ployment on an oil tanker, is spending 10 days with his family on
Church street.
S F C. Russell Winchenbach
who is stationed at Camp Steward.
Ga. is psending a 10 day leave with
his family.
Mrs Jackson Kelley (Anne Wood)
and son. Christopher of London are
Prize, Christen* D.llon; Second visiting her mother, Mrs. Oliver
Prize: Lorraine Leaudry. Third , Wood.
Mrs. Ruby Miller of Brewer is
1 Priz , Ruth Rowling.
Next week it is hop<d the s'o- visiting her son-in-law and daugh
ter. Mr and Mrs Thomas Lee and
, ries may be resumed.
family.

weeks' vacation the latter part of
April.
—KOOH—

Miss Ruby F Cameron, R. N., of
Searsmont, jjoined the nursingg
staff April 23 Miss Cameron has
completed a six month's refresher
course at Massachusetts General
Hospital and returned to her home
in Searsmont about April 1.
KCGH-

Mrs. Isabel Jackson, a practical
nurse, completed her work at the
hospital on May 1. She plans to
work in the sardine factory during
the Summer. ,
KCGH-

Winchenbach - Turner

Mary Anne Turner became the
bride of Virgil W. Winchenbach
Monday night at the Congrega
tional parsonage in Warren, with
Rev. J. Homer Nelson performing
the single ring ceremony.
Their only attendants were Mr.
and Mrs Ralph McLain, Jr., of
Waldoboro The couple will make
their home in Waldoboro.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Villa Morse of Friendship
street and thp bridegroom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Millard Win
chenbach, Waldoboro.

The medical staff meets Monday
at II p. m.

Eowling league teams have tied
n all three games four times in
Mrs. Hazel Allenwood. R. N., be ABC history.
gins her vacation on Sunday, May
6. taking a week now, and another
ANNOUNCING
later in the Summer.
A NEW
- KCC.H

National Hospital Day will be ob
served Saturday. May 12 with open
house. Tea will be served in the
Nurses Home between 2-4 p. m.
Mrs Bernice Havener, will be the
chairman for the tea served by the
Hospital Auxiliary. Anyone inter
ested in visiting the Hospital, is
extended a cordial invitation. A
tour will be conducted in the after
noon from 2-4 p. m. Saturday by
the Red Cross Nurses Aides and
the Gray Ladies.

LUNCHEONETTE
AT

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
WILL OPEN SATURDAY

Specialty: Lobster Rolls
30c

Many Other Sandwiches
Will Be Served
300 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 446
ROCKLAND, ME.

53-54

WEST ROCKPORT
Church services Sunday will be
gin with the morning worship at
9 30 Daylight Saving ime. This will
be followed by the Sunday School
at 10.300. As this is the first Sun
day in the menth the Young Peo
ple-'. Meeting at 6 p m. will be held
in this church. They the 7 o'clock
evangelistic service will follow, and
will include a hymn sing and spe
cial music.
The annual business meeting of
the church was held Wednesday
evening with a good attendance.
There has been an increase in at
tendance. interest and giving dur
ing the past year.

Authentic—Readable.

$7.00

PORTRAITS — WEDDINGS
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
CHILDREN'S PHOTOGRAPHS A SPECIALTY

Jfyour Mother is hard-of-hearing,

WALDOBORO

FEET HURT?
95r< of thc time it's shoes that caused it and
it is shoes that will correct it.

BURDELL’S

DRESS SHOP

FORMAL

GOWNS
FOR

GRADUATION
Junior and Misses' Sizes

'

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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bone solo; Amparito Roca. Span- '
ish March (Jaime Texidor); The
Little Shepherd (Debussy-Branthoover i; March Carillon (Howard
Hanson); Lady of Spain (EvansCaillet); and Carnival Days in New
Orleans (John Morrissey.)
by
• • • •
The
Railroad
Hour will present
Gladys S. Heistad
for the menth of May over the
NEC Network Mondays at 8 p m
(By Frank A. Winslow)
the
following:
"High
Button
Shoes" with Margaret Whiting.
On their way home from Florida most widely known and loved son
few rods apart and the heavy ing touch to the splendid manage
(Third Installment)
May 7; -Nina Rosa” with Mimi
this early Spring, Mr. and Mrs of al! time.
The concluding installment of fleet fighting a strong wind and ment shown by Capt. Evans irom
Benzell. May 14: "Chocolate Sol
Edwin L. Brown stopped in White
It has been translated In o ev erv
the City of Rockland story tells how the action of the tide was diffi the very beginning of the eventful
dier"
wi
h
Marion
Eell:
May
21.
Springs to visit the Stephen European tongue and inio ni.mv
cult of management. It swung into trip. Later the steamboat was
Poster Memorial. Mr. Brown's ac Asian and African language^ sung and “Ka^jiks" with Anr.amary 'he craft was finally floated from the channel very handsomely, how
Dickey,
May
28.
Northern!
Ledge.
count of the Memorial was so in by millions all over the world and
• • • •
The bow rose giadually as this ever. and once ihat lt was in safer
teresting I was prompted to write passing manv generat.cns ao from
a feeling of great
In a recent rev lew of a concert heavy volume of water left the waters there
the Commission for folders and the category of mere written - on • ,n Heston in which Nicole Henr.ot
foreward bulkhead and at 8 o'clcck relief cn the part of the men tc
more detailed information which “to the realm of folk music tha played the Brahms B-flat Piano
one of the pump- was disconnected whom it meant so much.
have just arrived, together with a passes from family to f mi v. fath Concerto with the Boston Sym
It wa.- a; this moment that the
The Homeward Journey
letter which reads:
er to sen. to grandson nd gieat- phony Orchcs ra it was said: “In
ti gs Storm King and Smith swung
The passage through the chan
grandson,
depictin
'
the
v.ry
inner

“We gr atly apprec: .te your 1 tthe Brahms Piano Concerto Nicole around to the steamer's bow and a nel and around the Head wa.- ac
ter of April 16, and we are pie sed most yearnin; ot humanity."
Henriot ieiumed to demonstrate six-inch hawser was made last.
complished amid a demonstiaA question frequently asked, so ‘or good and all that she has few
to enclose folders which will give
The tugs took a po-ition on the : t on 0( jOy—ro strictly in keeping
"Did i qua’s among women pianists of
you much of the imcrmat.on you the Commis ion states i
port bow a .out 200 fee', distant and | w
gapbath, but expressing
(Third Installment)
requested. The Museum ..u lc'lng in Stephen Foster ma te FI r da hi- the day. none at all among those
t
an
anile
of
nearly
45
degres
-,
er
y
satisfactorily
the sentiment
the Stephen Foster Memoria' F. r. residence?” It is r.ot e e e tha
(Foreword)
f her generiton—comb nes ex here p event purpose, with the f every eye witness. At Holiday i
ecple agree treme t chnical security with great
was dedicated on Oct 4, 1651, hl he ver did. but man
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
hawser
taut,
being
to
keep
the
’
;,each
the
cottages
were
gay
with;
date being the first dry th M s - th. t Foster visited Flcrida and re- musicianship.” You will recall that teamboa: from swaying around. , un ing an(j ^org. of persons has-, May I be permitted to add to the
um was opened to tlte puoli-. The ce.ved inspira ion for hi anw Mis Henriot was soloist in one of
At 8.15, as the tide was chang-. ;ened to the waterfront in order words of appreciation, expressed
public reception of the Museum and seng durT.g a vi-lt a o it l' 6O. Al he C.immunl y Concerts in Ma.ne.
ng to the flood a fifth pump wa | ’o gain the clo-est possible view by so many, lor the splendid histor
its exhib.ts l a been most grati most introcon ertible pr of ei.t' n Waterville, I think; also that
et at work am d hips, the suction e. eral rifle shots were fired as ical ar ic.es written by Sidney L
fying, and the Stephen Fes er that Foster visited and k'.ew the sh was sol i-t with the National
pipe being extend d below the 1 a salute, and once a small cannon ' Winslow about Hurricane Isle? The
scene
described
in
his
ong,
as
well
Memorial is now b irg acclaimed
f ymphony in Wa hlngton about boiler room. “We shall know in a
boomed. To all the exhibition ol series were of great interest to mi
as one of the outstanding attrac as Foster's signature on an cld ho which Gwer. and Lairy Barbour
very few minutes what we are friendly regard the tugs of the as was his articles about V.na'.tel
register.
Files
of
a
Tallahassee
tions of the South.
wrote us.
going to be able to do,” remarked - fleet made a prompt and joyful haven written and printed in our
•‘It will be interesting to your newspaper bear an article written
An item in a recent New York Cap’.. Evans to the reporter. And response.
Courier-Gazette a few years bark
in
1876
describing
a
visit
by
Foster
readers that the Florida Federa ion
Sunday Times announced that af it seemed that a crisis was near at
By a strange coincidence I was
The
siren
whistle
of
the
Confiof Music Clubs originally planned to the State Capitol in I860. The ter a season’s lapse the annual
hand. for the swaying motion of dence had a severe case of tonsil- jotting down memories of my stay
writer
of
that
article
insisted
that
this project and secured the site
Three Choir's Festival is being tlie boat ould ire felt quite plainly ;tis. but when its notes did not on ilurricane (when, as a cal or.
which is now a State Park. Th he had conversations with the com. revived at Temple Emmanu-El in and it was evident that the boat ring out as truly as they should youth I started to learn the stone
Park is located on the tanks of the poser at that time.
N w York. The first of the con wa all ’alive" forward. Just before have the spectators saw the escap- cutters trade > at the ame time Mr
Suwanee River, made famous by The late Joseph Lilly of Indian certs was given on May 4, under ihe .-econd cow pump was discon- mg steam and accepted the will for Winslow was preparing his arti
the immortal song of Stephen Fos apolis. Ind., suggested s.ch a me 'he auspices of the U. S. Section n.cted Capt. Evans made severa'
the deed. The Mercury has a splen- cles. of which I had no knowled e
ter, the only composer, to date morial during one of his Florida of the International Society for soundings aft. At flood tide it
d.d
chime whistle and it made | A hearty “Thank You." Mr. Win
ever elected to the Hall of Fame.' visits. The idea was activated by Contempoiary
Music, and
the showed 18 feet of water on the
merry
music for the on-lookers. slow, for your splendid artie’es!
Fourteen hundred acres of land the Florida Federation of Music other given tomorrow, May 6, un port quarter and only 11 feet on
Upon
the hurricane deck of the The stoneshid' was much longei
were bought for the planned Su clubs, which later turned over its der the joint auspices of the Na the starboard quarter. Capt. Ev City of Rockland Capt. Evans’ than my "memory guess” and the
wanee River State Park, Florida’s holdings to the State of Florida tional Orchestral Association led ans made the official statement youthful son, out on his initial population was much larger tha:
firs: State Park. To date more than The Museum buliding is not yet by Leon Barzin The two programs that the principal point of con wuecking experience, grasped th I "guessed" but, as the re t of my
243 acres of beautifully wooded fully completed, and a Carillon were being interwoven with the tact with the ledge was on the bell rope, and though the machin memories of more than 60 year
land compr.se the grounds to house 'ower is to be erected. 201 fie; regular Friday and Saturday ser starboard quarter 20 feet forward ery was silent the steamer's bell ago conflicts in no way w th Mr
the Stephen Foster Memorial. The tall, to house 75 tubular bells that vices The theme of the Festival: of the rudder. The k Ip was plain clanged with its old-time viger.
Winslow's seri s I am submdtin;
museum itself houes hu.dreds of can be played man ally or auto ‘Music Invoked by Great Civili ly visible although no sign of the
my rambl ng chronicle to the EdiIn
this
mt.nner
the
strange
lleet
zations—Greece, Judea and Amerinteresting and valuable items ol matically.
made its way around Owl’s Head tor for his approval, hoping that i
White Springs is 12 mi'es north c ,” and the guiding spirit is ledge itself could be seen.
Fosterania, including documents
and
began the strong and tedious will prove cf -ome interest to The
High
tide
was
not
due
until
af

musical scores; and authentic re of Lake City on U. S Route No. 41 I az-re Sam nsky whom I met in
battle against a head wind which Courier-Gazette readers—which is
ter
1
o'clock
but
at
9
a.
m.
the
seeCamden las; Summer through
productions of furniture and art of
From Deland, Fla, tomes a William Harms. Incidentally I note ond bow pump was disconnected was now a gale. “I'm thinking that my only object in writing what fol
Foster's day grace the Museum
friendly note from Mrs. Abbie from the program of the first con and everything was in readines if we hadn’t gotten her off when lows.
which is built on lines of an ante
However, the glamour of the
Hanscom who now makes her home cert that Mr. Harms was one of for whatever might happen. The we did she would have remained
bellum mansion.
remarked Capt Island held me during the Summer.
in that lovely Florida city. Mrs the piano soloists.
line connecting with the tugs was there forever”
In addition one sees there the Hanscom in referring to the music
still taut- and the wind and tide Evans, and in this opinion all of The life was new and strange and
• • • •
recently finished portrait of Fos column said she was pleased to
I loved it. The clink of hammer:
“Forsythia opens its yellow flow were bearing strongly against the his group of auditors concurred.
ter by Howard Chanrdler Christy, read of the activities of the senoo'
and the hustle and bustle of life
Arrival at Rockland
ers and no matter what the state imprisoned craft. At 9.35 there wa
and several beautiful third-dimen bands in Knox County.
of the sky overhead the Spring a jarring or rumbling sound which
Two steamboat excursions bound intrigued me no end and the week
sion dioramas depicting some of
Mrs. Han>com enclosed a pro un seems to shine. Its warm and lasted hardly more than two sec for Crescent Beach, one in the I slipped by and although I ielt tha'
Poster's best loved songs such as gram of Stetson University’s “Sil l lively color transforms a land onds, followed almost immediately
steamer Tremont and one in the I was wasting my time so far as
“Swanee River," "Old Black Joe". ver Anniversary
Concert” and scape just beginning to revive with by the thou “She’s Afloat.!”
Percy V. swooped down upon theI becoming a skilled stone cutter
"Beautiful Dreamer" and ethers.
three very attractive post ards o* green and grassy life. Its gold is
wrecking
fleet and the passenger., was concerned, I couldn’t shake off
Farewell to the Ledge
Mr. Brown spoke particularly of views of Ftetson. showing Chaudor the coin of Spring tiptoeing up
devoured
with their eyes the ihe glamour of life cn that big
To the landsman there was no
the diorama of the Swanee River' Hail and Hulley Tower, Elizab; tb the valleys.—In some areas it ls
mountain of granite and stayed on.
strange
and
impressive spectacle.
which was displayed during tfie Hall and Hall of Science, all im called Golden Bells’ which is not apparent movement for the rea
In the city, life is spread out
The
fleet
had
previously
been
me:
World’s Fair in New York and later pressive buildings with wonder too apt, since the flower is four son that the steamboat was simply by the steamer W. G. Butman thinner. There is more space and
drifting very slowly. The word was
in revised form, at the Railroad Ex fully land-caped grounds.
one can travel for mile. on end at
petaled, opens wide and has little
communicated
to the tug Storm with about 50 passengers aboard will. On Hurricane Island, life and
hibition in Chicago in 1948. This The Stetson Eand is considered resemblance to any bell.
and
was
followed
to
the
wharf
by
King and the hawser tautened with
18-foot spectacular display shows a one of the finest in the State, and
Occasionally it is known as 'Colher. The beautiful steam yacht work was concentrated and travel
scene along the northern part of among the outstanding college den Rain”, a better name by far a suddenness that caused the Philomena encircled the fleet sev restricted to the boundaries of
the Suwanee River where it winds bands. The Eand has three distinc; An untrtmmed bush with its starboard bow chuck to give away eral times, one of the pas eager- that bald head of granite and it
its leisurely way through rich units, the famous Hatter Maroh- withes spatteredwith bloom is like The hawser was quickly made se making snap shots by the dozen made the arrival of the stout heart
farmlands. The scene carries the ing Band, wh.ch includes the entire a gushing fountain of golden wa cure, however, by putting straps The Boston tug Cuba on her way ed little steamer. Gov. Bodwell,
onlooker back to plantation days, roster: the Pep Band formed from ter bubbling high and falling back on the stern. With both tugs ex out of the harbor saluted.
: rem like the coming of a gcod
as the background brings to view the ranks of Kappa Psi and play to the pool from which it sprang. erting every effort the fleet head
friend from ano her part of the
The
word
that
the
City
of
Rotk

a white pillared colonial home ing for events at which it would After a Spring rain such a bush is ed directly for the Crescent Beach land had been floated was prompt world, stopping for a friendly hand
shore.
shaded by majestic oaks.
shake. a pleasant word twice each
be lmpraet.cal to use he full band; dazzling with raindrops each of
Capt. Evar.s was exultant, but ly telephoned to Rockland from day before she departed to greet
An old black mule drawing a and the Symphonic Band made up which seems to catch the gold of
Crescent
Beach
and
an
hour
before
instrumentation selected the flowers. Then, indeed, it is the moment of greatest anxiety was it was possible for the fl.et to ar Vinalhaven.
cart carrying an old Southern of an
at hand for it was no easy task to
darky wends Its way up and down from the full band roster, playing olden rain. Whatever the name
The days were hot wh n the sun
pass the Sheep island Bar In rive the shore was thronged witii
rows of cotton. Through the water concerts at home and in nearby :he generous yellow males spring
-hone blight, and the nights were
eager
sightseers.
The
uncertainty
lively to the eye and uplifting to safety. The two buoys which mark as to where the “steamboat woulci tool .the people friendly and in
are oaks, cypress and pine, and to communities.
the channel a; this point—one
the left the spectator sees in the The conductor is Richard M. the heart. It is a sunny, golden de
dustrious and some yvfrs latter,
near the Sheep Island Ear and the be landed" was a perplexing prob
distance a ferry carrying its load Fea>e!, clarinetist with ihe Central light to look upon." —from New
lem, and from the Southend1 when I furnished music lor dan
other
on
Sleej)er's
Point,
are
but
a
(Sunday Editorial
across the Suwanee. To add to Florida Symphony, a man of ex York Times
trestlework to Tillson wharf there ces and taught a band on the
the realism of the scene, the dio tensive train.ng and experience Page.)
were groups of people in waiting island, I learned that social life
he acknowledged in a happy man
• • • •
rama is synchronized with the which has made him uniquely suc
there was a sparkling and very
The Band Jamboree at Com ner, also touching upon future About 300 assembled at the wharf,
strains of a negro quartet singing cessful with the Stetson Band. For
a snapshot of the animated scene much alive part of life on Hurri
munity
Building
Tuesday
night,
plans
and
intentions
he
has
in
“Swanee River.”
the “Silver Ann.ver-ary” concert
was taken just as the steambot cane.
Incidentally how many know that John J. Henry was a guest con featuring the school bands of St. mind for these groups.
The annual White Duck Ball was
was being swung around into the
George,
Thomaston.
Rockland
and
A
feature
of
the
concert
was
the
"Swanee River" is F.orida's State ductor. a man with many notable
a coloriul and happy affair. Always,
berth of the J. T. Morse.
song, designated by House Concur musical events in his life, one hav Po kport, under the direction of ( presence of Warren Freeman. Dean
The landing was accomplished in the full quintette—five players and
rent Resolution No. 22 by the Flo ing been soloist with John Philip Vere B. Crockett, drew a capacity- of Music at Boston University, who magnificent style, and was a finish- a prompter—was hired and no ex
rida Legislature in 1935? It is sung Sousa and his band. He is a per audience which just let itself go in made a long trip to get here in
pense was spared to make the alat all public gatherings and is cussion authority. Donald Yaxley, enthusiastic response to the stirring time to conduct a portion of the
fair a memorable occasion. Every
While
taught in the public schools of the assistant director, was soloist, his performances put on by the young i composite band numbers
one dressed in sparkling white
musicians.
there
had
not
been
time
for
re

State. It is in all probability the skill as a trombonist making him
duck costume and the floor wa al
Each school band presented three hearsal with the composite band,
ways filled to capacity with some
widely known throughout Florida.
- umbers, the program ending with one felt Immediately the response
of the finest dancers I ever played
I am giving the programmed
ROCKLAND, MATINICUS
numbers feeling it may have inter ix numbers by the composite band 1 and attention he commanded from
for. all out for a good time—and
AND CRIEHAVEN LINE
SUMMER SCHEDULE
est for Vere Crockett who is doing made up of 60 members. The the players, thus producing excel
they had it.
OIL
BURNERS
Now In Effect
such fine work with our local school painstaking work done by Mr. lently performed numbers. Dean
Tues., Thurs., Sat. Sailings
RANGE BURNERS
bands: Springtime Overture (Erik Crockett in training these boys Freeman also spoke briefly, stress
Lv. Rockland ............... 7.45 A. M.
and girls was reflected in clean at ing the importance of music in
Leidzen);
Gold
and
Silver
Waltz
POWER BURNERS
Lv. Matinicus ............... 9.44 A. M.
(Franz Lehar); Chorale in G mi tacked, well-balanced tonal quality the schools, not only in this par
Arr. Criehaven ........... 11.00 A.M.
I
and
effects.
He
has
produced
ticular
band
medium,
but
in
all
nor (J. S. Bach i; Cowboy Rhap
Lv. Criehaven ............. 12.10 P. M.
Lv. Matinicus ............... 12.30 P.M.
sody (Morton Gould i; Pavann» school bands to be proud of, prov its branches, as part of civic, social
Arr. Rockland ............... 2.30 P.M.
i Morton Gould) >; Nobles of the ing himself a director for us to be and home life. He paid tribute to
Phone Rockland 166-J
Mystic Shrine (John Philip Somai; proud of. The bands made a col- the excellent work done by the
33-tf
Sailings from
Symphonic Moderne (Max Steineri ( orful picture, with their uniforms young musicians and spoke in
McLoon's Wharf, Rockland
carrying
out
school
colors.
glowing
terms
of
the
very
able
di

which had two girls at the pianos;
■
Prefacing the appearance of each rector. Mr. Crockett.
Poem for D. Y. (Peasel) as a tromband, the respective school super
intendents spoke briefly, outlining
the history of his school band, re
hearsals. etc., Joseph Blaisdell for
St. George. Lindon Christie for
Thomaston, and J. Weldon Russell
for Rockland and Rockport. Mr.
Crockett was presented with a
gift from the organizations which
ctG

FROM MEM0RY S REALM

REALM of

Forty-Seven Years Ago It Happened, Wreck
ing Of Steamship City Of Rockland

towed to the Five Kilns and
beached, preparatory to receiving
the temporary repairs which will
be made before the steamboat is
taken to Boston.
Frank C. Norton, John F. Whit
ney, Joshua N. Southard and a
reporter of The Courier-Ganette
were aboard the City of Rcckland
when she came off the ledge. Aus
tin Philbrick, A. L. Richardson.
Robert E. Thomas and a number
of other Rockland men witnessed
:he spectacle from the deck of the
Sommers N. Smith.
(The End)

WE TURN AGAIN TO HURRICANE
Bert Farnham Recalls the Hectic Days When
He Cut Stone There
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___ By Carol Lane
—
Women's Travel Authority
A friend of mine recently
told me how he used his car to
cement his relationship with
hls ten-year-old son. A busy
man, he suddenly realized that
the boy did not come to him for
counsel and companionship.
Searching for a common In
terest, he discovered that his
boy, like many other young__ sters, could
identlfy any
/'LL 7
make of car
on the road.
So one Sun
day the Dad
suggested a
“driving les
son.”
In the car
he allowed
the boy to hold onto the. steer
ing wheel while he explained
the meaning of such road
markings as double white lines,
single lines and dotted lines.
Then he asked the boy’s advice
as to whether or not he should
pass the car ahead. This led to
a discussion of passing on hills
and curves. In a few hours, the
boy’s interest had carried the
conversation into car-mechan
ics, and then to subjects far
ther afield. Weather. Permit
ting, the Dad-and-Son Sunday
drive has now become a ritual.
Mv friend is a happier man
these days. Not only is safe
driving becoming second na
ture to hie young son. but talk
ing things over with Dad is beconrin1, second nature too!
ners—where the slightest “chipoff" would ruin the stone and if a
smaller size was not called for on
the schedule, so that the “chipped"
stone could be cut to a smaller
size, then the stone and the work
done on it was lost and fit only for
paving blocks, so wc had to be extremely careful. Sometimes a slight
(law in the granite caused a small
chip to break off, but not often.
Tricky work!
After the edges were successfully
peaned and bushed to a perfect fit
to the red chalkline, the top of the
stone, inside the edges, had to be
smoothed wi h hammer and point—
a steel implement about eight in
ches long, sharpened to a fine point
on one end—until the ‘ level” board
marked on the edge with red chalk,
could be passed over the whole top
without- leaving a red mark on
the top just "pointed.”
Then the stone was turned over
and the other three sides were
done as the top had been, then
the ends were cut and the stone
was removed and another rough
one placed for cutting.
I thought at first that the work
I was doing was pretty fine and
fancy work—and felt just a mite
puffed up about it, but after I had
been a’ the job a few weeks and
had a chance to look over some oi
the work the skilled cutters were
doing I deflated fast and found my
level—on the bottom rung of the
ladder.
It was a marvel to me, the won
derful, polished work the experts
did. After they got the job done ana
polished the stone, the surface was
almost as goo:' as a mirror and I
felt that a man must love the work
have a natural aptitude for it, to
become so expert at it and deep
down somewhere inside me I knew
that I could never atttain such
perfection in the art—for it is an
art—and gradually, I lost the desire
to earn a million as a stone cutterl
I didn’t lose interest enough to
make me less careful, however, lt
was just that I felt that I should
do some other kind of work.
(To be continued)
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With quality, flacor

And smoothness to blend,

Cains Mayonnaise caused her
troubles to end.
Now she brightens her days

Using Cains Mayonnaise,
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I remember one "White Duck’
night it began raining before mid
night and continued all night.
Several bo tloads were there from
Vinalhaven and after the u ui!
midnight supper we were hired tc
play extra hours.
After each hour the weather was
nspected. Still raining. The Whitt
Duck committee wouldn't think ol
topping the dance, closing the hall
and forcing
their Vinalhaven1
guests to boathike it back to Vinal-!
haven in that pouring rain, so, we
kept playing, hour after hour.
Two o’clock, 3 o'clock. Still rain
ing hard. Hot coffee and lunch
The “music" was weary. So were
the dancers, but we kept at it unti'
5 o'clock and —i stepp d raining!
iGlory be!) What a n ght! Howe ei
everybody" had a wonderful time
the boats were loaded with the
Vinalhaven dancers and e chugged
merrily away while those of us left
n Hurricane Island tumbled into
red to await the toot toot of the
Gov. Bodwell whistle, grab our mu.
c and instruments and get back
to Rockland where we had an en
gagement at night.
Now I'll back-track to what I was
wri ing about—stone cutting. To
most casual observers of quarrying
granite I presume it looks like a
simple job, drill some holes in the
granite, put in some dynamite
sticks and blow off chunks and
slabs of granite and have them
hauled to the stone cu'ting shed.
I was young and more interest
ed in my job of learning to cut
stone, but the quarrying end of
the work also interested me a lot—
not enough to ask quest ons and
learn the details of the business
but enough to make me think and.
roughly, this is the conclusion I
came to—that quarrying was not a
haphazard job.
I figured that the Bodwell Gran
ite Company contracted to deliver
a certain numoer of finished s.ones
of various sizes and shapes and
that the sizes and shapes were des
ignated cn a schedule in the office
and given to the boss quarryman
and that his job was to select and
have quarried slabs of granite
which could be divided into blocks
corresponding as nearly as pos
sible to the sizes designated on the
schedule without undue waste ol
the granite quarried.
Such a job required knowledge
of seams and veins in granite and
skill in placing holes and dynamite
in just the right places to avo.d
waste, which to my mind, seemed
to require knowledge and skill of
a high order.
Whether my conclusions were
right or wrong, I’m not sure, but
that’s the way I figured it out and
the humming of the drills and the
blasting in the quarry intrigued
greatly. It was a component par
of the activity on the island which
kept me in love with Hurricane.
Yes, working around the edges of
a granite stone was tricky, fussy
work—and especially on the cor-
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